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this, to a place of greater security, he
made a bold and daring escape
though at the time unable to walk
without the aid of his crutches.
He afterwardk rejoined his com\
mand and at liartsvilie, Tenn., received the surrender of Col. Moore.
M the close of the war he returned
so l'aducah to engage in the practice
GOING DOWN IN At SUBMARINE
his oru.ession, and to find that his
CONFIDENCE IN
..1.0ice
HITCH OVER DIVISION
library had, while in transit to
SAD
INTELL
IGEN
WHAT AUTHORITIES SAY William Won't Let Our President
the wine of his mo:losr, been inter- DI:CLARES REVISION IS
OF
SAKHAL
IN
SETTLE
D.
RECEIVED V...Z.T.F.„RDON
Get the Better of Him.
cepted at Cairo and disposed of as
BOUND TO COME
best suited the unscupulbus hands
Kiel,
Sept.
2.—A
new
submarin
e
into which it had fallen.
Moving Day, Which Comes on Ocboat of too tons has just been launch- News of Agreement Has Reached Life Long Honored Citizen of State
He first associated with J. M. Bigtober 1, Will Probably be DeForeign Increase, the Recriproc
Russian Army, but Has Not Been
ed froth the Germania wharves
and Many Years Esteemed Resiitr
ger, and at once secured a handsome
layed Thirty Days.
Move and Threantened Deficit
It is intended to rush work on it
Officially Announced.
practice.
dent of, Paducah.
as much as possible, as Kaiser WilHe continued a member of the
Demand it.
helm has signified his desire to go
firm of iiigger & Moss, until 1873,
down in it before the coming of the WIRELE
GREAT INTEREST
when he withdrew to make the canSS MESSAGES
REMAINS MAY BE
vass for the office of attorney gener- CAFFERY ADMITS
SHOWN IN SANITATION. winter.
SPREAD
PEACE
HE
NEWS
BROUGHT HERE LATER. al of Kentucky to
The kaiser has taken a deep inwhich he was
IS POLITICALLY DEAD.
terest in submarines ever since his
elected in 1875, filling this position
intervew wth Simon Lake, and the
with credit for four years.
New Qrleatid7Sapt. 2.—Tlie faith present boat
Portsmouth, N. H.; Sept. 2.—The
Maj. Thos E. Moss is dead. This
is declared to be of that
In 1869, he was elected to the
that the country outside of New Or- type. Two
Washington, Sept. 2.— Ex-Senator
features mark the Lake peace treaty between Russia and Ja- sad infiltmation was received here lower house of the legislature servleans has in the reports of the Marine type
Donelson Caflery has been spending
of submarine—their ability to go pan is all but ready,for the signatures yesterday morning and came in a ing the two following sessions.
hospital service is begining to be to great depths
and _to run along the of the envoys and the ratification by telegram to his son, Dr. Thos. E. Gen. Moss was past eminent com- some time here. He has been very
shown in the modifications of quar- bottom
on wheels oPerated with in their respective governments. The Mbss, the message having been sent mander of the Paducah commandery, little in Washington since his term
antines. Only bete and there are tenor machinery
in the senate expired. While
. On the p bottom treaty was completed this afternoon, by Mrs .NI,arie Moss VVIeet, daughter No. tr, Knights Templar.
a memcommunities tightening the restric- the wheels
ber of the upper branch of congress
steer the boat in much the two articles left over from last of the deceased and brother of Dr.
He
was
married
in
Covingto
n,
Ky.,
tions, but now that the pace has been the same
night
having been completed. Two Noss. The message
way thlt the forward
was a cable and February 28, 1871, to Miss Margaret, Mr. Caffery was a most prolific
set it is expected that there will be wheels
of an automobile guide it on caligraphers from the state depart- briefly said, "Father is dead." The daughter of Jesse D. Bright, who speaker. He is possessed of a strong,
general modification in the second a road.
ment are alfeady here to 'begin the hour of the arrival
here of the cable proceeded 'him to the grave only a resonant voice, and as a "long-dishalf of the present month if there is
work
of engrossing, and everything would indicate that
The Kaiser is declared to be desiMaj. Moss died few months. He leaves three child- tance talker"—that being a term ofno unfavorable turn in the situation. rous
of studying the Lake boat from now indicates that/ the ceremony of either Friday evening or that night. ren, Mrs. Marie Wheat Moss, Jesse ten applied to senators who are given
An instance of returning agility is the viewpoint
of practical experience. signing the treaty can take place on Dr linass having left the city several 'B. Moss and Thomas E. Moss. An- to lengthy addresses--he had few
shown by Nlanchas, La., which has For hours he has 'poredover
the Tuesday, at the latest, possibly on days since to join his father and sis- other daughter, Maggie S., died in equals. Mr. Caffery in his conversaremoved its restrictions expressing plans
ter in Mlanila and take up his resi- in infancy. He also leaves two sis- tions since his arrival, admits that he
of the boat, and he has now Monday.
confidence in the work of the men of mastered every detail
The statement in the Associated dence there
of its constructhe message could not be ters, Mrs. Tom Poore, of Frankfort, is about as dead politically as anyscience here. Lafayette, La.,. is so tion.
Press dispatches last night, that the delivered
to him, but it was placed in Ky., and Miss Joe Mbss, of Bowling one could be, and says he never exconvinced that it is possible to conseries of conferences, which contin- the
pects to again hold an office. He conhands of relatives of the deceas- Green, Ky.
trol and stamp out the fever if taken
ued until almost midnight, related to ed
tends that he isolated himself by his
and soon became known to the
ALMOST
SUFFOC
ATED.
in time that it has revised its reguladifferences over the article concern- hosts
failure to support Bryan in 1896, and
of friends of the departed
The Man Himself.
tions. Other towns are taking simiing the division of Sakhalin, is fully
does not seem sorry in the least for
throughou
t
the
city.
It
.seems
useless
Fire
Desroys Ferguson Residence at confirmed. The
Maj. Moss was a man among men
lar action. Goy. Vardaman has highJapanese at first were to repeat that the
the
position taken by him on the
inteligence was at all times.
Murray.
He was of the old
ly commended the work of the Muinclined to be obdurate, but an arlearned with pain by the hosts of school and no matter the circle he money and tariff question. In his
rifle hospital service, and has asked
rangement, mutually satisfactory, was
opinion a revision of the tariff is
Murray, Ky., Sept. 2.—The large provissionally agreed to and it was friends Maj. MOS9 had in Paducah, might be there was no more genial
Surgeon Wyman to give his co-operabound
to come within the next two
for
he
was
among
the
most
esteemed
nor gentlemanly member to be found.
tion in the movement of freight out frame residence of S. J. Ferguson was ratified by the chief plenipotentiaries
years, and there will also be a big
men
who
ever
resided
here,
but
the
justly
He
ranked
discovere
one
d
fire
yesterday
on
the
of
best
at 12:30 during the day.
of Natchez and Vicksburg. Early in
few words which make up the first lawyers of the state and he stood high rumpus raised when the question of
the excitement Gov. Vardaman cow - o'clock. The fire had gained such
sentence in this article were passed both as a criminal and constitutional attacking the trusts in earnest is
Mended the prudence of the citiezns headway as 'to be impossible to save News of Treaty Reaches Manchuri
a.
from
mouth to mouth of friends with jurist. He loved his profession as placed properly before the country.
of Mississippi in accepting freight the structore or contents. The famGunshu Pass, Manchuria, Sept. a.—
much feeling manifiested.
ily
barely
escaped
he loved his friends, which is putting Mr. Caffery's idea 'that the demand
lives.
with
their
from New Orleans, but the success
The first intimation of an agreement
In April last Maj. Moss, at the it strong, for he was loyal to a fault for a lower tariff so that the governo fthe carr.pagn that has been fought Mrs. Ferguaon and son, Clifton, be- between orhe peace plenipotentiaries
solicitati
on of his daughter, Mrs. to those whom he liked, and it was ment revenues may be increased will
ing
slightly
burned
and
almost
over- was printed in Friday's issue
by Dr. White has modified his viewe.
.1
not come altogether from the south.
of the Wheat, who had been living
come with heat and smoke There army
in Ma- not surprising to his friends to know
organ, but M. Witte's message
Indeed, he asserts that the protection
was
nila
insurance
for
year
a
or
of
more,
decided
$3,200.
the
standing
to
go
of his at4lity add his °
to Emperor Nicholas, received today,
To Postpone Moving Day.
to the Philippines capital hoping to worth as a man and assocate. Trully sentiment is growing in that section.
October i is moving day in New
was held over for tomorrow.
The demand for revision will beOrleans. There is some apprehension
his
From various sources the news of benefit his health. He had for years all who knew him loved him for ,
chiefly from the north, New England
that extensive moving on that day
the agreement percolated into the been a great suffered from chronic many worths, but none more than tor
and the west.
all over the city may ntiltitate against
communities at Kochiatien and Gun- troubles, though few of his closest the heart he had in him.
Roosevelt and the Presidency.
Paducah has lost a good citizen,
the good work that has been
shu Pass August 31, but comment friends knew this, and the death of
The
action of certain European
his
wife,
only
recently,
had seemed for he never gave up his citizenship.
Dr. White and the parish medical
was withheld pending military saneSAYS JAPAN GOT THE
governments in raising their tariffs
society are considering an appeal to
tion for its publication, and the news to aggrevate his condition. Though the state a worthy son, and all
against American goods, the cry of
OF RUSSIA.
landlords and tenants to postpone
is yet too vaguely known or realized many friends hated to see him go so who knew him a friend worthy of
far away the trip was urged for the their highest esteem. May hi; soul our manufacturers for recprocity armoving for thirty days, as was done
to note its effect.
Arrangements,
rangements and the threatened dein 1807.
howevei, have already been substitut- good is might do. Occasional word rest in peace and ever be green the
ficit in the treasury will bring about,
Excel'ent work has been done for Talks Like He is Sore, Yet He Tells ed for the establishment and mainten from him to friends here had created grass which covers his grave, whethhe believes, a great reform movement
Much Which is True.
the past six weeks by the negro popuance of a neutral zone between the the idea that he had made a good er his body lies in some far distant
in this country that is bound to sweep
:ation cf New Orleans. Leaders of
armies pending their demobilization..move, but it seems that such was not land or in the state which he so lovfrom power the men who at present
the race together with the ministers,
The army has' had ample time to ac- thc, case. The final summons had ed and had so honored.
dominate the policies of the republior, been deferred and came when
St. Petersburg, Sept. 2.—"The Jap- custom itself to the idea of peace.
have preached to their people the
can
party. Mr. Caffery, in spite of
those
here
least
the
expected
it.
necessity of obeying the rules of the anese consented to the peace tarms
President Roosevelt's determination
Just before his departure Maj.
authorities, and the advice has been granted Russia because they got all
Peace News on the Ocean.
not to be a candidate again, would
general!), followed. Colored physi-• they wanted," said Prince Wlolinsky
New York, Sept. 2.—How the news Moss meet with his war associates
not be surprised if a new party
cians have promptly reported cases to your correspondent. "Stories to the of the Russian-Japanese peace agree- who are members of Walbert camp
compelled
him to head the list.
Confedera
te
veterans
and addressed
and taken all precautions. Dr.'White effect that Linevitch overawed them ment was flashed about the Atlantic
Mr. Caffery, in the face of all the
said he deeired to praise the energy and that Witte fooled them is ridicu- ocean and received by vessels still them most feelingly. He seemed to GALEN KING FOUND IN UGLY
praise that is being showered upon
and intelligence displayed by the ne- lous. The south half of Sakhalin is- several days our of port and hun- devine that he would never again
CONDITION LAST
President Roosevelt, does not give
groes, which hub been of material as- land, Korea and the Liao Tung Pe- dreds of miles beyond direct commu- have the pleasure of meeting them
NIGHT.
our chief magistrate credit for bringninsula treble Japan's territory and nication with wireless telegraph sta- in life and the talk he made Left but
sistance in the campaign.
ing about peace between Russia and
Three hundred tons of sulphur have Port Arthur with Dalny is the best tions on land, was reported by the few dry eyes among his hearers. He
Japan.
He declares that it was due
declared
that
no
matter where he Just How He Came to Be Poisoned
beta burned in the ancient civil dis- port possessed by the Japanese. By steamship La Lorraine, which arrived
solely to the good sense of Japan.
trict court building, which has been returning Manchuria to China, to- here today. Last Thursday, while La went he would never forget a one of
is Not Clearly Explained—Two
In his opinion, Japan has gained
ourronnded for weeks with yellow gether with the Chinese Eastern rail- Lorraine was about 800 miles east of them and said that it was his wish,
Stories Out.
everything she was fighting for. She
fever cases. Tbe work of disinfection way, Japan will clear a million of New York, the peace message was no matter where he might die, that
has acquired all tete territory she
M the taa:ding has been thoroilh. roubles (jsio,orro.000). Furthermore suddenly caught on its wireless instru his body be brought to this place and
• .
can successfully hold, anti will in futLawyers *generaVy have been giving it has secured valuable fishing and mente, and the winder was learned to laid at rest under the auspices of the
Galen King, who lives on Ashbrook ure be recognized as one of the big
the building a wide berth, and trans- hunting rights in Siberian waters and be the steamship. Knon Prinz Wil- camp. If his wish in this regard can
Mechanicsburg, was found powers of the waiga.
acting their huesa in many in- much cash under various headings. helm, bound for Europe, and already be complied with the remains of the 4venue, in
opposite the Farley
street,
Meyers
on
The ex-senator ridicules the promdeceased
about
will
brought
be
two days out of New York harhere in due
stances by memenget and telephone. Not the beast of its gains is its preplace, last night, about to:ao o'clock, ises of Secretant Taft in the direction
time for burial.
ponderant influence in the far east, bor.
in a very serious condition evidently of Filipino independence. He says
to say nothing of its prestige through:
Will Improve Sanitation.
from the effects of poison of some that sve made n had bargain in tikinsr
Great interest in sanitation has out the world.
Biographical.
DRIVEN BY CONSCIENCE
home and Drs. possession of the- islands In a remote
Thomas E. Moss was born in kisd. lie was taken
been developed in New Orleans by
"Ail these things we have lost, bethey part of the earth, and to maintain
the fever visitation and it is expect- sides much treasure and many lives. Ohio Man Admitted Murder to the Greensburg, Green county, Ky., on Sears and Troutman called and
until this morning them has cost millioneof money that
worked
him
with
the 14th day of Miarch, 184o, but he
Lexington Police.
'
ildeitisi;Pi relief pawing of •the few,' We were well equipped for prolongbeiore thinking he was in any condi- never should have been 'expended.
there will b ledralatinn that will tend ing the war. We had seldom soldiers
was reared principally in Hickman
-tion
to leave; but he was then not
to a vast improvement in local con- with abundant supplies already at the
Lettington, Ky., Sept. 2.—E. W. county. He received his preparatory
danger entirely. There was VIOLATION OF BANKING LAW
out
of
ditiona. There is a demand that here; front. Russia would not have risked Golden, aged 27 years, a resident of education in Cillumbia college and
Some mystery as to how King came
'atfer there—shall- be speCifiE 'attention losing anything, while it had a chance Ironton, 0., walked into police head- completed it in a private school in
to be poisoned and two stories wete Denver Savings Bank Was Conducted
direeted to the crowded foreign quar- to gain nothing more and it stood a quarters here last night and confessed Hickman county.
afloat, one being that he had attempt
Says Receiver in Report.
Having decided on the profession
ters wherein the fever starta, this chaNice of losing everything. Witte's the murder of John Williams, of
ed uicide and the other that some
year. to the end that tile authorities claim that Russia remains a great Huntington, W. Va. Golden says he of law, he in 1857 entered the ofone had poisoned him. An effort to
Denver, Sept. 2.—Receiver Stevick,
may at all times be in touch with power in the far east is absurd. Our only had known Williams a few hours fice of Bigger & Thompson, at Paduget King's version of the affair last of the suspended Denver Savings
the health conditions of these lo- influence in the far east is gone for- when the fell in
cah where he pursued his studies unnight was fruitless. Apparently King bank, has reported to the distric4
alit Tee decided to go to Hunting- til the early part of 1859, when he
calities. In connection with sanita- ever.
had been drinking when found. He court on the condition of the bank.
ton. They boarded a box car. A entered the law department at the
tion, a meeting has been arranged to
"Yet peace is wekomis on account
is a man about thirty years of age He believes that the. assets of the
quarrel
arose between the Olen over University at Louisville, from which and
take placr on Monday evening in the of
is put down in the city directory hank will pay 75 per cent, of depositour interior troubles. These will
the woman, and hc shot William's he graduated the same year.
city cosncil ,chamber, at which Prof. now
as a worker at the Paducah cooper- ors' claims, atvd. aska authority to desubside for a while because the through
the heart.
He then located in Paducah for age 'storks.
Boyce, of Liverpool, will speak, tell- business revival
will Provide plenty
clare a dividend of to per cent, at
Golden says he and the girl rolled practice but soon after became a
ing of sanitary methods in Liverpool.
of employment, thus reducing the the
once.
The report reads in part:
body
out of the car and down member of the Second Confederate
and the other British cities. Mayor reirolutio
nary forces. Witte will bring an
"I am convinced that during the
embankment into a small stream. regiment, C., S. A., and as a private MANY DEER IN ADIRONDACKS
Beheman will preside.
back peace and plenty of American He
I.7tica, N. Y., Sept. 2—A special past few month: the affairs of the
left the girl and boarded an inter- took the field service. Soon after, at
The Re„,o, Father Widman, of the money, will become
from Tupper Lake. in the Adiroa- bank have been conducted in gross
premier and will urban car for
Huntington, where he Camp Boone, he was made sergeant
Jruits. haT-teturned from Patterson reconcile the business
dacks, says that the results of the and willful violation of the banking
interests. He spent the night,
and next morning major of the regiment, a position he
alba Riverside, St. Mary tairish. He
will disband the Manchurian army came to
first
day of the open season for deer laws of the state. Loans have seen
Ashland, Ky., thence to Win filled until promoted to the office of
went there with Marine halliiital offi- and pay
indicate that the deer are quite plen- made to persons associated with, and
it handsomely. By establish- chester, where,,
he took the Lexing- adjutant, which promotion was grantcers and ,speaking Italian fluently, ing peasant
tiful in that vicinity. Seven carcases to companies officered by the same
banks he will quell the ton & Eastern
train Wednesday ed in recognition of his`gallantry in
was able to do excellent work among agragrian troubles.
were brought in last evening, and persons who made the loans as offiIn the meantime morning for Beattyvill
e. He said his the Battle at Fort Donaldson.
the people of the infected di,icts of , Gen.
there are many camping parties on cers of the Deliver Savings bank, and
Trepoff's Cossacks will attend conscience caused
him much trouble
In this batter he was made a pris- the lakes
-both places.
to recalcitrant Zemstvoists. Thus the and he decided
in that vicinity that had not such loans were made without any
to give himself up.
oner
of war and held as such until been heard from.
great tragedy is sending in the triThe deer are sleek collateral, or upon' collateral which
Chief of Police Reagan wired the the general exchange, six months
AMERICANS OBJECT TO
and fat and appear to have had: a was only a flimsy pretext.
timph of hte czar and the bureau- officers in Williamson,
Kenpva and later.
t
BEING QI.1ARAN'TINED. racy."
good season.
"On the ,hooks of the bank appear
Huntington, W. Vs., telling them of
At the battle of Miurphresboro,
Havana, Sept. 2.—Walter F. Logue
entries of loan, to banks and comthe
confessio
n
and
asked
that an offi- while leading his command, General
arid W. H. Huggins. br'ilh of YoungsItalian physicians declare that the mercial. houses in Indian Territory
NT Witte, the Russian envoy, is to cer be sant here to take charge
of the Moss was severely wounded and again "American bars" establishe
town; 0:, escaped from the quaran- visit
d in their and Texas.
New York by invitation of the men. Golden says his mother,
Mrs. made a prisoner, and after being cities in recent xears, are responsib
t
t' e station to which they had been
le,
Metropoltan club and be banquettes!. Mr W. Rodenberger, resides
• I ,..x. ;
with his held for short periods in minor pris- with their iced drinks, for the
ii
rlitjiftom New Orleans. He also cermet* to visit Chicago and brother
inPaul I.angen, of Milwaukee, was
and
younger
sister
at Hare- ons, was conveyed to Fort Delaware: creased minilser of cases
i I
fled11111 Americett
of
shot
serious
by a burglar and is not expecther
leadag
cities
while
in
America.
wood,
W. Va.
.0
later while being transferral from apoplexy in warm Weather.
ed to live.
•
main in quarantine five days, alleging
that the food and accommodations
were bad. The legation detained the
men and notified the officers, who
promptly took them to the Trisconia
,tation.

Quarantine About New Or- two
leans Being Modified.

DIES IN MANILA

Peace Treaty lkillyeen Rus- Major T. E. Moss Expires
sia antJapan-amp-Wet
In Far Away Land.

DISTANCE TALKER

Ex-Senator Caffery Expresses Himselfon Tariff

•r"

4k

PRINCE WOLINSKY

BEST'

HE WAS POISONED

•Iniii••••••11.11

ook

5.

•

'Om Week In Social Circles.

CALL TO BOOKS

NOT ENOUGH

•

'111=1111

Pearson Lockwood, C. C. Needham, TOMORROW WEEK THE PUB- DONATIONS TO FUND FOR
;
1 is a necesatty to perfect Health and an essential element -1
Jas Vance. Delightful refreshments
LIC SCHOOLS OPEN.
SILVER SERVICE GIFT.
of Happiness.
Could we but draw back the curtains were served at it o'clock.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
That surround each other's lives;
sl-i-sl•
See the naked heart and spirit.
comforts of life you should equip your
Wedded in Metropolis.
All is Ready Now, the Corps of Amount Needed Is Five Times the
Know what spur the action gives,
Last Wednesday, in Metropolis,
sleeping ipartment or dressing chamber
Teachers Being Complete and
Present
Subscription—The
PubOften we should find it better,
Ms .Bertie Edward and Mr. Neal
Buildings
in
Order.
Liberality
lic's
Appealed
To.
with a snowy white, one-piece
Purer than we judged we should, Luftenberg were united in marriaipe.
We would love each other better,
"S1u.dissr Porcelain Enameled LavaIt was not an elopement, only a deIf we only understood.
vice for a quiet marriage.
tory and have running hot and cold
The public schools of Paducah will
The following additional subscripThe couple was accompanied by
water as desired at your touch.
Could we judge all deeds by motives, Miss Piccola Gore and Mr. Clarence begin the regular fall and winter term tion to the fund to buy and present a
tomorrow week, the nth inst. On silver service for the United States
We have samples in our showroom
See the good and bad within; '
Householder. The bride resided at
the day named, the school-goers from gunboat Paducah have been made:
Often we should love the sinner
and will gladly quote you prices.
Ninth and Tennessee ...streets and is
all parts of the city will take up their Ed P. Noble.. .... .
$to.00
Alb the while we breathe the sin;
pretty and attractive. The groom is
5.00
Could we know the powers working connected with the dry goods es- school books and hie away to renew Sherrill-Russell I.dennber
acquaintance with former teachers, S. A. Fowler
5.00
In the heart's integrity,
tablishment of L. B. Ogilvie & Co.,
too
We should judge each other's errors and is popular. The couple will live or make the acquaintance of new Dr. I. 13. Howell
ones. There will be many new faces Armour Gardner
Stu
With more patient charity.
at the home of the groom, 1127 S.
in the schools and in some buildings Hank Bros.
5.00
Fourth street.
furniture. Many of the old faces Roy McKinney
new
1.00
'Ah, we judge each other harshly,
+++
will have passed out altogether, and gews-Democrat
I
10.00
Knowing not life's hidden force,
Luncheon Entertainment.
many an embryonic American will Ben Weille & Son
5.00
Knowing not the fount of action
Wednesday evening last, after the
then and there get his first lessons Essie Voris
1.00
Is less turbid at its source;
to
complimentary:
dance at the park
in adapting himself to new and Geo. C. Thompson
5.00
Seeing not amid the evil,
the officers of the Third regiment,
W. C. CYBryan
strange conditions.
1.00
All the golden grains of good,
at their home on West Jefferson
Superintendent Previously acknowledged ....$29a.00
summer
long
Al?
We should love each other better
street, Misses ReIla and Fannie
Hoyer has Had painters, carpenters
If we only understood.
Coleman entertained with a luncheon and plumbers attending to the wants
Total,
$353.00
++41
Miss Laura Jobe, Jackson, Tenn.; and repairing the buildings where
Do you want a first class Job by an
The amount necessary to secure a
Hotel Opening.
Misses
Miss Lillie May Winstead,
Tomorrow evening from 8 to to Fannie and ReIla Coleman, Miss needed. The school rooms through- suitable service at wholesale price is
expert workman? If you do take
o'clock Hotel Craig at Fifth and Jef- Ethel Morrow; Mr. Ed Paxton, Mr. out the city have bees put in a fine $1,500. As it is desired to make this
it to
ferson streets will be open ,to the Arthur Everett, Mr. Roscoe Reed, condition and nothing but moths and a popular subscription, those who are
public and a general invitation is ex- Mir. Harry Spain and Mr. Earl Nor- dust have busied themselves in their wiling to assist in the purchase of this
efforts to annihilate the school book. silver service are requested to drop
tended to all to call and inspect the ton.
,
Indications point to a greater at- in at the Commercial Club headquarnew hotel and its furnishings, and
+44
tendance
than in the history of the ters, st8 South Fourth street, and
small
see one of the most complete
Dinner Entertainment.
schools. The crowded conditions of leave their subscriptions, or send the
hotels in the state. A band of music
Campbell
224 Broadway,
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler
Paducah, Ky.
will be in attendance and all who call entertained at dinner Tuesday even- the rooms promise to be relieved, same by mail. The ladies of the D.
rooms
have
A.
R.
are
leading
in
this
work,
and
however.
New
been
prowill be accorded a hearty wekome.
ing in honor of the officers of the
vided at the high school building, and subscriptions can also be handed to
+++
Third regiment, Kentucky state guard. a new school built in Mechanicspurg them,
all of which will be promptly
BeckGovernor
Paducah Lady Honored.
The guests were:
will take reported and acknowledged every Satcalled
the
McKinley
school
The Mayfield Monitor of the 1st ham, Lieutenant and Mrs. D. Y.
many away from the other schools, urday in the public press, until the
says: A number of our young people Beckham, of Savannah, Mr. and Mrs.
and
relieve the situation of last year. amount necessary is secured. It is
gave a gypsy tea Wednesday even- Thomas 'Hall, ,Col and Mrs. Mott
Most all the teachers who have expected that some time during the
of
PaTandy,
ing in honor of Miss Garvey,
Ayres, Col. and MTS. Harry
been out of the city on a vacation fall months the war department will
ducah, who is visiting friends in the Frankfort, Col. and Mrs. A. T. Mcduring the holidays have returned. order the Paducah to visit Paducah,
city. The place selected was a beau- Cormack, Bowling Green; Col. Guy
They have spent their vacations in as at which time it is desired to present
tiful grove about three miles from Briggs, Frankfort, Dr. Milton Board,
many and varied ways as the stu- the silver service.
the city and the hours were turned Hopkinsville, and Miss Louise Cox.
dents kave spent theirs. They wild
Every ctizen of Paducah ought to
'wild with frolic and fun. Never did
414
return rested and prepared to buckle contribute a little for the purchase of
Rosalind and her merry makers fill Picnic Supper.
down to business after a long rest. this service, remembering that "every
an evening with more fun. The young
A party of young people chaperProf. Lieb, superintendent of the little bit helps." If a little interest
good
titre
and
had
a
royal
people
oned by Mts. George Clark and Mts. city schools, will open up his office could be taken in this matter by all,
came back feeling happier and beat:. M. E. Ham gave a picnic party at
this week for the purpose ot exam- the sum necessary could be quickly
Those who made up the party were: Wallace park Monday erning in
inations and entering the pupils on made up, and all the citizens have
Paul Walker, Jeppa Harris, Milfred honor of Miss Elsa Hess, of New
their respective grades.
the satisfaction of knowing they had
Hill, Miss Sue Garvey, of Paducah, Orleans. The party was composed of
The board of education will con- contributed a few cents towards the
Ed. Smith, Emma Harris; John Wal- Misses Elsa Hess, Caroline Ham,
vene Tuesday night in the Washing- purchase of this service.
lis, Mary Byrn, Edd Silts, Eunice Nellie Schwab, Ruth Clark, Ewell
ton building to make final arrangeMurray, Charley Bates, Verna Caine, Ham and Marguerite Schwab, Dr.
ments with the teachers and other MUSICAL ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
Herman Small, Myra Caine, Charlie George B. Froage, Lieutenant Termatters pertaining to The opening of
Toler and Elsie Wallis.
rell, Sergeant Wright, Sergeant Stom- the schools. The contracts for furNovel Invention of London Man, By
mer and Sergeant Clark.
nishing coal for the different schOols
Which Arc Lights Play Tunes.
Pleasant Lodge Reception.
—+4•4.
will probably be let at this meeting.
Of Paduosth, Kentucky,
Though not strictly a society event, Reception for Soldiers.
The vacancies have all been filled
(The Humanitarian.)
the reception which the local Knights
Friday evening the 1Viisses Wright for the teachers, the committee which
Capital and Surplua $1815,000
At a conversazione of electrical enof Pythias Thursday night tendered entertained a number of friends at was given power to act having regineers at Columbia University a
Col. Jouett Henry, of the Third regi- their home on Clay street, compli- ported that the few needed have been
number of vacuum tube electric lamps
ment, state guards, at their castle, mentary to members of the Third selected as follows:
shown. The lamps consisted of ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
were
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
was an occasion long to be remem- Kentucky. Those
were:
present
Miss Nannie McCullorn, of Bowl- glass tubes filled with mercury vabered for its pleasant features. There Misses Clara Goodman, Pauline Dur- ing Green, will have charge of the
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
por, through which a current of elecwas plenty to eat and smoke and rett, Edna Wright, Nell Wright; grammar grade.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
p.
tricity
was passed; and they were so
good feeling and fellowship prevailed Messrs. Edward Courtney, HopkinsMiss Ernestine Alms, of Owens- arranged that they would burn di- per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
throughout. COI. Henry and a dozen ville; Robert Hille, Hopkinsville; boro, to teach the primary grade.
rectly on the ordinary too-volt lightOr more other officers of the Third Harry Peters, Mr. MicDowelb; Mrs.
Miss Susan E. Smith will have ing mains which run through the proof vault for rent at $3 to Sto per year as to size. You carry your own
regiment who accompanied him made
WI. E. Baker and M. and Mrs. Louis charge of the modern languages in streets. The light is said to be very key and no one but yourself has access.
addresses, and a number of local Pythe high school.
Head.
steady and brilliant, and much in adthians also made talks. Prof. C. B.
+++
The force of teachers is thought to vance of any other artificial light—as
Bathe'd presided over the gathering,
be much stronger than the city has it may well be thought to be if the
Advertisement Party.
and was assisted by local members.
Miss Helen Van Meter entertained ever had and the greatest history of lamps can only be made cheap and
Col. Henry is past grand chancellor
her young friends in a very unique the Paducah schools is expected in convenient for ordinary use. At the
of Kentucky, and is not only one of
way Thursday evening with an adver- every way.
Royal Society's last conversazione
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
the leaders of the Knights of Pythias
tisement party at the home of her
Mr. Duddell's nausicat electric lamps
but a highly respected cieizen of Hop tparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Van MeThis fine modern hotel is now open under a new
were both amusing and curious. iBy
CHINA PLACING BOYCOTT
kinsville.
on Sixth and Kentucky avenue.
ter,
curan
alternating
superinmposing
BAN.
UNDER
IMPERIAL
+++
eimagement for guests at the
The young folks were dressed to reprent on the ordinary street-main curAttractive Entertainments.
•
resent some ssf the best known adarcs
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATICIUNG PLACE
Two attractive entertainments to be vertisements and their costumes were Royal Edict Regarding Trade in Pro- rent that lights arc lamps, the
can be made to give out a musical
ducts From America.
given by local talent for the benefit most cleverly gotten up.
Very best accommodations at reasonable:rates
note of varying pitch. Mr. Duddell
of the Y. M. C. A. at the Kentucky
+++
2.—China has arranged his lamps in an octave.
Oyster
Bay,
N.
Y.,
Sept.
about the middle of September, are
Luncheon.
has placed the boycott of American One of the oddest things about his
CO.,
being planned. They will be a mati- Complimentary
Saidee Smith entertained products under an imperial ban. An experiments when nude at South
Miss
nee and evening performance. In the
with a luncheon at her home on edict has been issued by the govern- Kensington was that they were found
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
evening a cantata called "David the
North Fourth street Friday in honor ment commanding viceroys and gov- to affect other electric lamps in the
Shepherd Boy" will be given by some
of Miss Mary Clark, of Hopkinsville. ernors of provinces to take measures neighborhood. This opens up a posof the best musicians of the city, unFor Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
Those present were: Misses Elizabeth for the suppression of the boycott sibility that at some future Royal Soder the direction of Prof. Harry GilYei- and holding them strictly responsi- ciety festivity a central operator
Sebree,
Elizabeth
Boswell,
Irma
bert. In the afternoon a children's
ser, Mary Clark, Mart& Cope, Sai- ble.
14, mght start a tune on the great arc
I '
version of the "Mtideummer Night's
Smith, Lucile Well, Ethel Sights,
Washing- lamps of all the great Landon raildee
department
at
state
The
Dream" will be given in a series of
Julia Dabney and Mary Cave.
ton has received a telegram from way stations.
tableaux with music. The music will
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
+4.4.
Minister Rockhill at Pekin giving a
be directed by MIss C,ourtie Puryear.
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSsummary of the edict. The cableSailors' Strange Pets.
The entertainments are in charge of Gave a Dinner.
to
immediately
forwarded
URE
AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not begram
was
entertained
at
Berry
Maj. Tolbert
Uncle Sam is a tolerant old gentleEtelise'T. M. Pugh, of Memphis, and
president, and by his direction, man. He permits the sailors of his
the
night.
dinner
Friday
at
Camp
Yeiser
come
dark
and discolored.
will be given under the direction of
puglic today.
the woman's committee of the Y. M. The guests were: Misses Laura Jobe, Secretary Loeb made it
battleships and cruisers to keep pets.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
:
cablegram follows:
No ship in the navy is without its
C. A. for the benefit of the associa- Jackson, Tenn.; Lillie MO. Winstead, The text of the
"Imperial edict published yesterCorinne
Winstead,
Ethel
Brooks,
Sution.
mascot. The other day a big cruissie Thompson, Lieutenant Head, day states that the long and deep er came into the Brooklyn navy yard
.Capt. Ed Walker, of Hopkinsville, friendship between the United States and the sailors proudly displayed a
Third Regiment Officers Dance.
and China has never been tried as
SOLE AGENT, 'flog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
The third of the serie sssf dances and MT. Hurry Berry.
big moose which was presented to
now. The United States government
given at Wallace park, by the young
them away up in a Maine port. Im%
people
promised to revise treaty and
men of the city, complimentary to Dined Sonic Friends.
govern- agine a moose for a mascot on board
Mr. and Mts. L. L. Bebout enter- shoukt await action of both
the officers of Camp Yeiser, Occurship! Within the last three months
harming
and
ments. iBoycott wrong
red last Wednesday night, with Cok tained several members of the third
ships have come into the navy yard
relations. It (edict) comJouett Henry and his staff as guests regiment at their home on West friendly
with all sorts of curious animals
to
governors
viceroys and
of honor, and it was a very delightful Monroe street, at dinner, Tuesday mands
for
mascots. One had a jackass
(Incorporated)
action._ making them
affair. The pavilion was decorated evening last. Mr. Bebout was a mem- take effective
Brazil, another had a monkey
from
Undoubtedly
.
strictly responsibleBusiness,
with big flags and looked very at- ber of this regiment during the Spanfrom Algiers, still another a game
will have good effect."
tractive. The attendance was large. ish-American war.
cock from Liverpool, while a fourth
Superior Facilities for
Office
Col. Henry joined the young men
+++
had a stray dog rescued from the
DRAFTING OF PLAYERS
in giving the dance, and his regi- Picnic Party.
Southamp- Handling Freight, Machinery
harbor
at
the
waters
of
2nd and Monroe
TO BE INVESTIGATED.
mental band furnished the music
ton.
At Camp Yeiser, quite an enjoyable
Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 1.—The invesHousehold
And
Goods.
Both 'Phones it
which was a feature of the evening. picnic party was given Tuesday evtigeosion of the drafting of players for
The honored guests came to the ening by Mr. and Mrs. Lawre.nce
WHILE
PIECES
BLOWN
TO
next season was the most important
dance escorted by the regimental Gleaves, in honor of Mrs. Harry BarLOADING BLAST HOLE.
matter to come before the National
band and the bugler corps and held ris, and Mrs. kihn Dismukes, of
t.—Three
La., Sep.
Lancaster,
Baseball Commission, which was call
4
a reception for a few minutes preced- Miayfield, and several of the state ofed to meet in this city 'today. Before Slays and an Italian were blown to
ing the grand march.
ficers.
the meeting was convened it was said pieces by the premature explosion of
++4.
that all players secured in a legiti- a blast near Safe Harbor WednesChristian Endeavor Social
Officers Entertain.
mate manner will be given to the day. Another Slav is missing and is
The Christian Endeavor Society of
Capt. Walker, of Henderson, and clubs that claim them, but where believed to have been blown into the
the C. P. church, held their regular Capt. Boswell. ot Mayfield, entertain- there is a flaw in the deal, or the Susquehanna river, and two Slays and
Accident, Life, Liability., Steam Bollerbusiness meeting at the residence of ed a party at mess at Camp Yeieer same is proved not to he bona fide, a negro were badly injured. The
Mrs. John Morgan. at Tenth and Monday at noon. The guests were: the commission will declare such men were engaged in loading a blast
11-Farrison streets, last Monday even- Mrs. George C. Thompson, Miss transaction void. Other matters of hole so feet deep, and had just placed
ing. After the regular routine of Susie Thompson and Miss Ethel minor importance will receive the at- in the dynamite and detoating cap.
business a pleasant social was held. Brooks.
It is supposed that the tamping rod Office Phone 369.
tention of the commission.
Residence Phone 726
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
*MI
struck this cap. The concussion exifohn Morgan, Mrs. John Slaughter, Park Supper.
Training.
ploded a similar charge only four feet
Misses Nona Stokes, Etira Coles, of ' Miss Ella Gardner, of New AlJimr—Wot yet luggin' that cl' cat away.
Mayfield; Katie Casper, Pearl Camp- bany, Ind., entertained a few of her around fer?
bell, Miss Craig, Messrs. Cecil Gil- young friends with a picnic supper at
At the bead of the class, Elk's'
Bill—So's my new purp '11 foller
liam, Lacy Thre!kelt% Will Watson, 'Wallace park Tuesdiy evening.
me.
Dream tot tiger.
.
6 .*
IF WE ONLY UNDERSTOOD.
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

John 3. Bleich, )eweler.

Ti

1
...PLUMBING... 1
J E. COULSON,

.a

CAb

Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

529 Broadway.
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GREEN RIVER STONE

John S.Porteols Marble, Granite & Stone Works

Paducah Transfer Company

Ne
you?
Be
seen

General Cartage

MIME

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

la

Abram L. Well & Co'
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

Subscribe for The Register
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SCHOOL BOOKS AND SCHOOL SUPPLTS
.;41.41.77...141KA;riiii

-

=TAKE YOUR SCHOOL BOOK LISTS TO

D. E. WILSON AT HARBOUR'S DEPARTMLNI STORU

And Have Them—Filled- Early. We Have What You Need And Know What You Want.
Why Not Come To Us First.
You Run No Risk In Buying Early.
Quick Service---No Long Waiting By
IF YOU PURCHASE ANY BOOKS- T-KIS- WEEK- -AKEs----14-14D— •IT--15•PEETTY WELL UNDERSTOOD THAT IF 'Ll.)73 DON'T
Our Customers.
FIND WHAT YOU WANT ON BROADWAY YOU
YOU DO NOT NEED THEM WE WILL EITHER EXCHANGE
ANN.'•••••••••••••••

OR GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY BACK. IN THIS WAY YOU
AVOID THE CROWD AND RUSH OF THE FIRST DAY

WAYS GET IT FROM US. JUST SO, WHY NOT t.0111.4 &Ss
US AT FIRST?

An Extraordinary Bargain.

Old School Books Taken In Trade.

WE HAVE SEVERAL NATURAL MUSIC READERS THAT
ARE DAMAGED, RUBBED AND SHELF-WORN. THESE WE
FIRST
OFFER AT 15c, 20C AND 25c, WORTH 30c AND 35c.
COME FIRST SERVED.

FOR THREE YEARS WE HAVE BOUGHT THE OLD SCHOOL
BOOKS OF OUR CUSTOMERS. WE PAY THE
HIGHEST
POSSIBLE PRICE FOR EVERY ONE THAT HAS ANY VALUE. NO OLD BOOKS TAKEN ON NEXT SATURDAY OR
MONDAY.

4

•

Ky.

THE GUARDS GONE WORSHIP TODAY SET FOR TUESDAY GONE TO REST
CAMP YEISER IS NOW A DE- ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR DIVINE CHARGE OF DEFRAUDING IS MRS JOHN THEOBALD DIED
LODGED AGAINST EDGAR
SERVICES AT THE
YESTERDAY OF HEART
SERTED VILLAGE
CHURCHES.
MORRISON
TROUBLE
Trial May Develop a Sensation as Was a Life Long Resident of the
The Break-Up Occurred Yesterday More Ministers Close Their VacaHe Says There Are Others
tion and Return to Their
County and a Lady Highly
Just Afternoon and the DepartGuilty.
Pulpits.
Esteemed.
Evening.
ure Last

CC•

•

•
PRZIL
Pays 4
in fire
01,11

1101111.

•

tes

9

IE

nd
/Sbe-

VorkS

my

WE GIVE PROMPT ATTENTION TO EVET'l CUSTOMER.
NO LONG AND VEXATIOUS DELAYS. IT N•ilLL CERTAINLY BE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO BUY NOW. IF YOU
PUT OFF YOU MIGHT NOT GET SUPPLIED.

Call for the BLUE School Book
lists and Take No Other.
BOOK DEPARTMENT OPEN AT NIGHT ALL NEXT WEEK

IS IT CHEAPER TO
KILL THAN TO SAVE?

TO TEST THE LAW

, (Collier's.)
!Horrible disasters are seldom missing from our enterprising press. The INSURANCE COMPANY BEIIIG
supply is kept in generous degree by
SUED
FOR
REBATINGthe railroads. The grade crossing
PREMIUMS.
has the distinction of being as perilous as. it is avoidable, but there are
plenty of devices almost as fuli of Cases Now Filed Against the Comdanger and as free from any excuspany and Agent Aggregate
ing need. During the first three
Handsome Sum.
months of this year there were 1487
collisions and 1,321 derailments. It
is reckoned that in the, fate of NCM. The Intersnate Life Insurance
comYork, where there is a law for the
pany of Indiana, and its agent, Mr.
gradual abolition of grade crossings,
M. G. Caldwell, of this city, are bean end will come, urader this benefi- ing oontineally
made defendants in
cent legislation, when 800 years have law suits
for rebating ,life insurance
passed and loo,osso more individuals premiums until the amount filed
have been slants. The block system against them aggregate about! $135,of signaling, which is in full force in 000. There are 270 suits so far filed
Great Britain and several countries of $5oo each and many more will
on the continent, is almost univer- probably be recorded. The suits have
sally held to be far safer than any been brought in McCracken cbtinty,
merely human agency, and one of the Marshall county, Calloway. Graves
principal causes of safety abroad. The and Caldwell counties. The hearing
quality and type of car used in Am- of the cases are set for the approacherica is also frequently much below ing terms of court in the respective
what it would be under efficient su- counties and there promises to be
pervision from the state, and there some lively legal proceedings befote
are a score of undisputed ways in the eases are over, as it is a new kind
which the excessive danger accom- of sure in this end of the state and
panying American railway travelcan s
sweold.
iTl
io
:
e
nffebcch. si
effect
companies..
be diminished. The only obstacle is who have also been guilty, it, is al-.
the expense to the roads, which find leged, of rebating in the same matt
,
it cheaper to pay what they must for ner. The best legal talent in West
the lives destroyed, after fighting in Kentucky has been emeinyed as
court'
the courts and compromising with relatives, who have not time, money or
The law prescribes a penalty of
evidence enough for successful legal.
m each case of rebating and the
;500
controversy. Grtat Britain and Tre- lest is being
made to see if the law
land, transporting over a billion pasgood.
sengers, outside of suburban service,
The insurance oompanies hold that
to our 50,000,00ti killed twenty-five they are
not subject to a fine in the
persons in 1904 to our four thousand, way they
have sold and issued the inand injured 769 to our 50,000. Rail- surance
policies.
roads in Great Britain are not so free
as they are with us to conduct their
TEN PERSON KILLED.
own business as they deem best.

The subject of Rev. Cheek's serThe case of Edgar Morrison was
An esteemed neighbor ,a good wommon for this morning will be "For- called in police court yesterday on an and a beloved wife has gone to her
Camp Yeiser today will appear as a giveness" and at the evening service the charge of conspiring to defraud rest. Yesterday morning after a long
deserted village. The state guards he will preach on "Prodigal Son Re- the street railway company and the illness and much suffering
Mrs. Mary
got away last night, the Mayfield turning Home."
trial was set for next Tuesday. Mor- Theobald, wife of Mr. Joha Theobald,
'
company earlier in the evening than
rison was charged with defrauding the died at the family residence out on
those companies which went up the
company several weeks ago, but took the Mayfield road a short distance
Rev.
this
preach
E.
Cave
W.
will
Louisville tine of the I. C. R. R.
morning on the following subject: French leave before being arrested. from the city. The cause of her death
The camp was broken up yesterday
Prince of Peace." No services He was, however shadowed and was was heart trouble.
"The
afternoon early. The noon mess was
located in Milan, Tenn., and there arMrs. Theobald was sixty-one years
at
night.
the last one. Then the tents were
rested by Detective Moore, who of age, and was born and reared at
leveled and the encampment was
brought him back to the city Friday. St. John's, in this county, She was
Third Street Methodist.
Iruly Over. There was no attention
Pastor Fields will conduct regular When presented for bond Morrison married to Mr. Theobald April 25,
paid to the routine work of the camp
made one and was released. His trial 1863. She leaves besides her husservices today at usual hours
after the morning hours.
may prove quite a sensation, as Mor- band, seven sons and three daughThe good-byes were said • with
rison says he was not alone in the ters. Her sons are Henry, George,
feeling last everting. The boys were
First Christian.
John, Frank, Fred, Louis and Will
glad they had come and so were the
'Rev. W. H. Pinkerton has returned work he is charged with.
All other cases where a contin- Theobald, and her daughters are
people here.
to the city. He will accupy his puluance was granted were set for Tues- Mrs Henry Schneiderman, Miss Effie
Camp Yeiser will be a pleasant pit today at the regular hours.
day as there will be no session of and Miss Annie The-bald, all of the
memory to the peoPk fev years.
court Monday on account of labor county. Nine grandchildren survive
Cumberland Presbyterian.
her. She also leaves five brothers,
day.
A Tharoughbraad Tramp.
The preaching service at the CumThe cases disposed of were as fol- John, George, Stephen, August and
Durng the engagement of "A berland Presbyterian church today
Joseph Wurtb, of St. John's.
lows:
Thoroughbread Tramp" in a certain will•be held at it a. m. and conducted
The funeral will take place this afWill Hamilton, breach of the peace,
town in Oklahoma, a small nervous by Rev. S. K. Nweeve of Persia, who
ternoon at 1 o'clock at St. Francis de
fined $3.
man was noticed lingering about the will speak on the "Great Commis'Eva Johnson, Kate Powell, Flora Sales Catholic church. The services
stage door; the weather was warm sion." 'A large attendance is desired.
May Belle and Abe Boyle, vagrancy, will be conducted by the Rev. H.
and the doors and windows were Sunday school at 9.3o a. m. and ChrisJansen. The burial will be at
continued.
open. During the third act one of the tian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
Gray, breach of the peace, MI. Carmel Cemetery.
Lillie
stage hands came out and sat on the
continued.
door step: after he had been seated
Broadway Methodist Church.
Sandy Overby and Robert Green,
THIS IS CHEERING
there for a few moments the small
Rev. Thos. J. Newell will be in his breach of the peace, continued.
nervous man approached and accost- pulpit this morning at to:45, subject
Officer Mike Dugan will take his Work on the South Third Street
ed him: 'Deh you work here? 'Yes, of sermon, "The Innate Cry of the
week's vacation this week.
Walks Begins Tomorrow.
sir,' was the reply. 'Wheah's thet man Soul for God." The evening hour
thet insulted that lady? Who, the 745 will be occupied by Rev. S. K.
There is cau.se for thanks. The
villian? He's on the stage now; do Nweeya, 1.1. D, of Persia. A special IMMIGRATION AND
QUARANTINE walks on South Third street are to
you want to see him? Yes salt, after meeting of Sunday school officers and
be built at once. Contractor Bridges
awhile. Just then the stage hand was teachers is called for p. m. Sunday,
4
called away and it was not until near and the board of stewards is called Subjects of Conference Urged by has announced that he would begin to
ENGINEER KILLS ANOTHER Twenty Injured by Wreck of Train
Governor of Tennessee.
lay the concrete walks beginning at
the end of the last act that he was to meet Monday 8 p. in. The pastor
at Witham, England.
Third and Kentucky avenue Monday Bad Feeling Led to Fatal Encounter
again at :iberty. Returning to his for- desires to open the "fall'' work of the
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 2.---GO V. and continued all the way up Third
mer resting place he again observed churcli in a systematic and aggressive
Witham, England, Sept. 2.—As the
in Birmingham.
Cox yesterday sent the following street. The necessary utensils to be
the little nervous man, but this time way.
express from London to Cromer, on
telegram to the Governors of all the used in making the concrete were
he vouchsafed no word of inquiry.
rBirmingham, Ala., Sept. 2.—D. E. the Great Eastern Railway, was ensouthern states:
placed on the ground Saturday after- Davis and J. E. Ryan, well-known tering Witham station
The play progressed until near the
yesterday sevGerman Evangelical.
"Will you join with the governors noon. This work has been neglectend when the sound of half a dozen
.Sunday sthool ercises will be and commercial orders in a call for a ed for several weeks and all residents locomotive engineers on the St. Louis eral passenger cars left ,the track and
pistol shots rang out. The little ner- held
at the German Evangelistic southern conference on immigration of that section will feel like offering & San Francisco railroad, engaged in crashed into the station building,
vous man who had been pacing back- church
a personal altercation in the round- causing the death of ten persons, six
at the usual hour, 9:30. All and quarantine to be held at Chatta- the glad hand to the contractor.
ward and forward, stopped, turned to
house of the road here today, which of whom were women, and seriously
members and teachers are urged to nooga about November t next?"
the stage hand and asked: "What's be on
ended in Ryan drawing a pistol and injuring twenty other people. Among
time.
The object of the proposed conCONDITION DOUBTFUL
that shooting?" They're killing the
shooting Davis to death. Ryan sur- those killed was the porter of the staference is to discuss uniform immivillian. The one that insulted that
rendered and refuses to make a state- tion, who was sitting in his room on
Christian Science.
gration and quarantine laws. Gov. John Ferguson Still Lives in
lady. The same. Well, they've saved
a Se- ment. ill will had existed between the platform. Two ticket sellers
Christian Science servicee at to:3o Cox is of the opinion that such a
rious Condition.
me the trouble; come let's get a a. m.
the mien for some time.
were !buried in the wreckage, but esSubject, "Substance." Testi- conference would be of great benefit
drink. And to this day that stage vii- monial
caped serious injury. The gasometers
meeting Wednesday 7:30 p. In. to all states concerned.
John Ferguson, the fireman at
hen earnestly believes that if the auNot Yet Introduced.
beneath the cars caught fire and conEverybody cordially
invited, 527
Sowell's mill, who was knocked in
(Lippincott's )
thor of the play had not arranged a Broadway.
sumed the wreckage. Fortunately,
Matter of Bald Heads.
the head and his skull fractured FlaUncle Nehemiah, the proprietor of however, all the bodies were removstage killing the nervous little man
(Howard, Kan., Courant.)
day afternoon by Pais* Hona, a a ramshackle little hotel in While, ed before the flames gained headway.
would have supplied the real one.
Tenth-Street Christian.
A bald head is not necessarily the negro, is resting as well as could be was aghast at finding a newly arrivThe rear cars left the track, the enTenth Street Christian church, sign of brains or talent. Hanch expetted, but his attending physician
ed guest with his arm around his gine and front cars remaining on the
Always Behind a Mask.
morning subject, "What Think We of Glover's head is as destitute of hair says nothing
definite regarding the re- daughter's waist.
rails.. The rear cars mounted the
(Philadelphia Record,)
Christ." Evening subject, "how
as a peled union and his skull is so sult could be determined before to"Mandy. tell that niggah to take platform of the station, demolished
don't care for her face, •
head so empty that he morrow. Tfie victims assailant has his ahm 'stay from 'round yo' wais,'" the
building and then turned over.
you?
Rev. Bass, pastor.
should wear a hustler in his plug hat not been captured.
he indignantly exclaimed.
Belle—To tell the truth, I've never
The
train was running at full speed,
to keep it from clanking when be
"Tell him yo'self," said Amanda. Witham not being a stopping place
seen her without her complexion.
roc a Wee'r for The Register.
puts it on.
—Subscribe for the Register.
"He's a puffect stranger to me."
for the express.
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Were filled by Central Business College during August, from its pupils and grarioates in
Shorthand and Bookkeeping; nevertheless the demand for combined Bookkeepers and Stenographers
each month exceeds their sup
ply. Its graduates have been steadilycalled for by merchants of Paducah and
elsewhere who are aware that "CENTRAL GRADUATES DELIVER THE GOODS." "CENTRAL" is
not
afflicted
with "Textboolcites." Its
bookkeepers are in charge of the books of such large Paducah houses as The
Scott Hardware Co., Paducah Saddle Co., Pittsburg Coal Co., and numerous others. Its stenographers, with firms
such
as Loeb, Bloom &
Co., A. B. Smith Lumber Co., Armour Packing Co., I. C. Ry , etc., etc. "Central" offers the
best life insurance for a son or daughter; for once completed, who can rob them of their ability to
earn a livelihood? "Central"
is the best institution. You know it? If you do not, we hold evidences; and letters, fromspopile
filling responsible positions here in Paducah and other cities—such as will convince you or anyone
else. You know how rapidly Paducah is growing? Don't wait till it's doubled and trebled and then gay "IF I HAD ONLY
KNOWN." You know it! You may "take the guayantee" and afterwards apply to us to get you
a position, as others
have done; but you will not need to say "IF I HAD ONLY KNIYWN." You now know
itl—That Paducah's Central Business College is the best—the cheapest in the end. If not, you at least
know where to get the information. Write for catalogue. Send for one or call and get it. Go and
see our graduates. Let them do the talking, if you prefer.

Central Business College Is Not a Branch of Any Other College---306 Broadway.
It Has Been Less Than Three Years In the Field---Steadily Growing
SOME CALCULATING PERSON RECENTLY ADVERTISED FOR
A

Posmoti As A GRADUATE OF

CENTRAL BUSINESS ,COLLEGE. THAT PERSON WAS NOT A

GRADUATE OF THIS COLLEGE.

e/411011
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moral atmosphere and a greater num- were the signal features of the mothers' meeting held by the W. C. T. U.
ber of happy homes.
under the leadership of Mrs. C. A.
Norval, last Thursday afternoon at
The Equitable Lucky One Time. the First Baptist church.
PUBLISHED BY THE
Mrs. J. M. Byrd read a selection IS THE ENFORCEMENT
/REGISTER NEWSPAPER
President Paul Morton, of the
OF
from an article by Ella Gilbert Ives,
(Incorporated)
THE QUARANTINE AT
Equitable Life Assurance Society,
CAIRO.
Wit Register Building, 523 Broadway. who was once himself whitewashed, in The Congregationalist. , entitled
"The Divine Library," a term the
in a way, has partly perfamed the writer applies to the Bible. In her
'PRIES E. WILHELM, President
same act for Senator Depew, a mem- treatment of the subject she deplores A Paducah Man's Experience at the
IOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ber of the board of trustees and con- the prevailing indifference to Biblical
Egyptian Burg Which Was All
lore and emphasizes the importance
IRCBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
but Brutal.
sulting attorney for the Equitable. of
an early and familiar acquaintance
When the explosion relative to the with the Book of Books. The writer
Entered at the postoftice of Pathsmanagement
of the Equitable came takes the high ground that Bible
matter.
WI, Ky., as second-class mail
A strenuous life for several hours
it was said, among other charges of students can he readily distinguished is the
experience that Mr. A. H. Mcanywhere by their position on the
mismanagement, that the Equitable
Terms to Subscribers.
moral questions of the day, by their Carthy, foreman of the Paducah maOne Year
$5.00 had loaned the Depew Insurance conduct in great moral crises and by rine ways, had in Cairo Friday night.
He left Paducah at 7:30 o'clock that
ass company, of which Trustee and Con- the general tenor of thtir lives.
Six Months
1.25 suiting Attorney Depew was the
Three Months
A review of a sketch by Jane A. evening for the Egyptian: burg and
so
One Week
Stewart in The Designer for Septem- arrived at 8:15 p. rn. He had a
head, $25o,000 and accepted a very
ber on "Mothers' Work and Work- health certificate signed _by Health
the ers" was given by
Mrs. Norval. The Officer Dr. W. T. Graves, of this city,
Anyone failing to receive this paper poor mortgage, etc., therefor, and
the
that
general
Equitcomment
was
stated
Writer
that
the
first mothers' but that did not seem to help his
matter
the
report
to
regularly should
case in the least, or if anything made
The Register office at once. Tele- able had been more than likely beat- meeting was held just ninety years
THE NEW THINGS WE ARE GETTING IN ARE THE LATEST
matters worse, if they could have
ago
in
Portland,
Maine,
and
the
Cumberbuul
was
phone
3513.
en by the very management itself.
STYLES
AND MODES FROM D AME FASHION'S REVIEW. THE
result of the thought of a New Eng- been worse. He was met when he
The whole charge looked like a true land pastor's wife, MTS.
SEASON
arrived
BIDS FAIR TO AFFORD THE BEST SHOPPING OPin
Cairo
by
an inspector who
Edward Payon examining the certificate informed PORTUNITIES EVER OFFERED. WE TRY TO BE EXCLUSIVE
bill, but _the facts are that the debt son.
From a small beginning Mothers' Mr. McCarthy that the certificate IN QUALITY AND STYLE AND WE KNOW WE ARE EXCLUShas, been paid and Mr. Morton
couldn't and wouldn't be accepted un
hastens to have the fact announced, clubs have grown until they extend
der any circumstances. The inspec- IVE IN PRICE.
all
over
parts
of
the
country,
North,
just to clear away an unjust impresSouth, East and West. The nation- tor told the Paducah gentleman that
sion as to Senator Depew. The an- al congress of mothers, with head- the only way to get permission to ens
SOME VERY NEW VEILS THAT COME MADE UP INTO
nouncement of the settlement of the quarters at Philadelphia; has a local ter Cairo was to obtain a certificate SQUARES FOR
HAT DECORATION IN BLUE, BLACK AND
or a permit from Dr. George Palmer,
debt is made in a New York telegram organization in twenty different states
WHITE,
AT
soc,
75c and ir.00 EACH.
assistant
secretary of the Illinois
and extending even to Japan. This
as follows:
board
of
health.
McCarthy
Mr.
incongress conducts work in not less
"Announcement'was made today
than eight departments: Domestic sisted that be was there on business
MOURNING4ThILS WITH THE GROS GRAIN BORDER IN THE
by the officers of the Equitable Life science,
child labor, education, legis- with the Cairo ways people and plead GRADUATING STYLE AT $1.50
AND $r.69 EACH.
Assurance Society that the indebtedlation, literature, the kindergarten, ed to let him remain and allow him a
ness to the society of the Depew jmchance
to
secure
a
certificate.
Cairo
the press and higher motherhood.
provement company was paid this afNEW BEADS IN WHITE AND BLUE AT Sc.
The president of the national con- This had no effect on the inspector
ternoon, the principal and interest
gress is Mrs. Hannah Kent Schaff, of and he then had the Paducah gentleA
BETTER GRADE OF BEADS IN WHITE AT 25c.
amounting to $293,850.82.
Philadelphia. Besides her interest in man lodged in and locked in a box
"The correspondence incident to
car,
where
he
had
to
remain
at
for
the congress, Mrs. Schaff is actively
COMB SETS IN LIGHT GREEN (THE LATEST) AT soc SET.
the transaction was also, at the. sugANNOUTICEMEN'FS.
engaged in plans for the aid of delin- least three hours fighting mosquitoes.
•
gestiorr of President Paul Morton,
A PRETTY SET, JEWEL TRIMMED AT esic SET.
quent and defective children, and is When he was released from the car
made public, to the end, Mr. Morton
he was almost in a state of suffocacapable
most
regarded
as
a
and
judicNEW STERLING SILVER HAT PINS AT 19c EACH.
said, that an impression unjust to Sen
tion. Not satisfied with the treatl'The Register is authorized to an- ator Chauncey M. Depew might be ious mother in ber own home.
ment
they
had
accorded
Mr.
McMiss H .E. Brooks read an editornounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a removed.
Carthy the inspector had him removcandidate for Coroner of McCrack- "A letter addressed to Mr. Morton ial from Colliers' Weekly calling at- ed to the depot, where
he was kept
tention
to
the
advertising
gross
en county, subject to any action of by Henry B. Anderson, of the law
under
all
guard
night
then was
and
the Democratic County Committee. firm of Anderson & Anderson, attor- frauds practiced by the Peruna com- told to return to Paducah and
secure
yellow
pany
fever
in
the
disttict.
. Election November, toos.
neys for the Depew Improvement
permit
a
from
Dr.
then
Palmer
and
appears
the New Orleans TimesIt
company, announcing that the reorhe would be allowed to enter Cairo.
Democrat
published
alleged
interan
ganization committee of the Depew
It has come to a pretty pass when
view with a Dr. Hartman in regard to
Improvement company, having persuch incidents as this are heaped on
the
best
treatment
feyellow
for
the
fected the title to the property not
Paducah citizens, and the only remcovered by the Equitable mortgage, ver scourge, in which he makes the edy it appears is for the people to
seas prepared to take over the prop- statement that "while screens and oth stay shy of Cairo unless they want to
erty which secured the loan, paying er precautions are advisable, Peruna go to the expense of paying for a telin cash so the Equitable the face of should be taken at once and contin- egram or telephone message to talk
Sunday Morning, Sept. 3, isios.
the loan and interest was given out ued throughout Ihe whole course of to Dr. Palmer to secure a health certhe epidemic. r feel sure that any
with the statement."
person following this advise is- in 'no tificate.
Polite Society.
The stockholders of the Equitable danger of taking yellow
Several days ago the Cairo health
fever." But
authorities
after meeting with Mayor
are
clearly
to
be
congratulated
pleased
the
call
to
on
the
Times-Democrat
What the people are
fails to state
Yeiser
and
Dr. Sights agreed to acA CARD
polite society is degenerating. Its collection of a debt generally declared that the noted specialist (?) is noted cept certificates signed by
Dr.
Perim:
comhead
the
as
only
the
of
as
almost
wortyess.
Senator
rebelow
that
Depew
code of morals is far
pany, and that the so-called interview Graves or Dr. Horace Rivers and To the Democratic Voters of Mcquired a generation ago. We do not stands vindicated too if not ;Aso is nothing more nor less than a busi- now they go back on their agreement
TELEPHONE 548.
Cracken County.
mean that the naarals,of ins members whitewashed. Another squeeze has ness advertisement for which the edi- and refuse to accept them. The cerI take this means to advise the
tor was paid so much per line'. The tificate that Nor. McCarthy had was
are below the morals of twenty years no doubt worked.
ssigned and issued by Dr. Graves and Democrats of this county
comnseirtlitg-"oln
editor
Colliers'
of
in
that I am
soago, but we do mean that polite
Cairo quarantine officers are being the affair says: "To own a newspaper sworn to by Miss M. B. Ettrington, a candidate for the nomination for
whose
ciety tolerates men and women
a notary public, and it is the same the office of
Coroner of this county,
openly charged in many of the pa- and hire it out to perilous fraud in kind of certificate that
are issued here this vacancy
characters are such that they would
emergency
fever
yellow
the
like
an
of the Democratic parpers of this section of charging for
0
never have been admitted into the
ty being made vacant by the sad
danger almost surpasses one's belief every dky.
health certificates or permits to enter
It is an outrage to be treated as death of
in human greed."
the late James Crow, and I
polite circles of the parents of the
o
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
the Paducah man was and the matter
that place. What of these charges,
believe
under
the circumstances that
present generation.
is being denounced in no sweet terms.
WeSSTS. Bulletin, Citizen, Telegram,
I am entitled to the nomination at
NATIONAL BLOSSOM.
In this day and generation the
There is a baseball game at Cairo
Fun for the Weary.
this time.
etc? Are your officers of quarantine
today with a Paducah club and it will
young man with loose morals finds a
guilty as charged? If so, why don't Chrysanthemum That Is Red, White be useless to attempt to go there, as - I was born and raised in Mccordial welcome in almost every
and Blue.
they will be turned away and may be cracken county, being a life-long.
you fire under them some of the hot
aplive Democrat, always ready to
drawing room, provided his father
subjected to the same experience as
Character Comedy Success.
shot you have been firing into the
Chicago, Sept. 2.—Josepr Frey, Mr. McCarthy, as all the certificates contribute my means and time to furbas wealth and he wears fashionable
ranks of other health officers for mak- head gardner at Lincoln park, is seek from Paducah are identical as the ther the interest of the party.
clothes. Escapades that blacken charI was a candidate for the nominaing the same kind of charges? You ing to give the country a naticnal one held by him.
acter are treated with indifference if
flower in the form of a chrysanthetion
for Coroner at the recent priMr. McCarthy finally got a chance
called it ,grafting when you were fir*Jae guilty ones have the audacity to
mum plant which will grow red, to make an inquiry of Dr. Palmer re- mary election, and was defeated by
intrude upon their former associates. ing your shots unjustly at Paducah white and blue bloasoms. The exper- garding the certificate being refused only a few votes by Mr. Crow. He
Often times the fair young daughters officers, but if what the Wickliffe iment of hybridising chrysanthe- and received the foltowing reply from now being dead, and I having receivmums and asters, which are closely Dr. Palmer:
ed the highest number of votes -for
of the city are seen in public places Yeomen says of your quarantine offirelated
to the Japanese flower, has
this office, it would logically follow MOST
cers
is
true,
Cairo,
Sept.
1905.
Ill.,
1,
some
of
them
have
not
tv,:ith one for an escort whose reputaWONDERFUL
been going on in the conservatory at
that I arm the choice of the pee-plc
PLAY
tion is Wit that no business man only been guilty of grafting, but even Lincoln park. The success of this Mr. A. H. McCarthy, Cairo, Ill.
nomination.
this
for
Dear Sir:—In reply to your inquiry
of
highway
OF ITS
robbery.
Now
what
plan
of
will
be
revealed
by
the last of I beg to say that you have been miswould permit him to fill a position of
Your vote and influence is re•
CLASS
October,
when
chrysanthemum
these
the
charges,
you
spectfully
solicited,
say
pencil
and
to
I
beg
pushers
of
trust in his establishment. Society
informed as to any assurance from
and Siberian asters begin to head and
elected
will
that
I
to
office,
this
if
Cairo?
Come,
let
us
A
Guaranteed
know
Illinois
state
the
health
the
facts.
board
to
of
Laugh Producer.
dces not only beetiow its favors upon
bloom. At the last annual chrysandischarge the duties to the best of
the profligate son, but it receives The Register has not been an admirer themum show in Lincoln park, Frey the effect that health certifictes isPrices:
Matinee—Children
isc.
sued at Paducah, Ky., would be rec- my ability; and at the end of my
with open arms the elder scamp of your very foolish quarantine, it displayed
hybridized
chrysanthe- ognized in any way for admittance term no voter who has honored me adults 25c. Night-25c, 35c, soc, 75c.
',those morals are of a mottled com- has not hesitated to say, but it will mums which presented the colonial into Cairo. The quarantine regula- with his suffrage will have occasion
,Seats on sale Saturday at 9 a. rn.
plexion. Wealth and goodly wearing have less faith than ever in it if these colors—yelow and white blossoms tion of the city of Cairo provide that to be ashamed of or regret it.
growing
on
one
stalk.
caused
This
Respectfully,
no one shall be admitted to the city
apparel vent to be the open sesame charges are not cleared up, and clear- him to undertake the
more difficult without first having obtained a perHARRY S. ALLEN.
ed
without
any
white-washing
at- problem of growing red, white and
to what is commonly called the upmit
by
Cairo
Illinois
the
issued
at
blue blossoms on the stalk. Mir. Frey
per circles.
Educatioq, refinement tempts, either.
state board of health or the tsard of PREPARING TO OPEN
is confident that his efforts to give
and good breeding seld6m receive the
RUSSIAN UNIVERSITIES.
health of Cairo, while the regulations
the flower world a new and patriotic
The Municipal League.
hom4e justly du them; the glib
of the Illinois state board of health
combination 'of color will be crowned
(Clinton Gazette.)
St. Petersburg, Sept. 1.-1n accordgoverning the quarantine of that part
tongue, the coquettish eye, together
Paducah has gone about organiz- with success.
of Illinois lying 9r•Uth of the Balti- ance with the imperial order of April
wish a good hank account is what ing a municipal league, the object bemore & Ohio Southwestern railway, an the ministry oil education is preWANTED HER SPOUSE.'
swings the drawing room doors open ing, in brief, to remedy the crying
provide that heakh certificates from paring to open Septernhee 14 all the
ills that all cities seem heir to. When
national, state, county or municipal universides and higher institutions
to receive the welcome guest. The
we read that the league is to be non Notwithstanding He Had Beaten Her health authorities shall be necessary of learning which have been closed
world is drifting towards money political we cannot suppress
Up, as She Says.
•a smile.
for admittance. Special provision is since February. when the students
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
worshipping, and what better :evi- There may be many guileless men
made that certificates issued at Ful- struck and refused to continue their goods.
Gloves, masks, balls, bats
Dora CYNcal, colorsd, wife hoof John ton, Paducah, Bowling Green or in studies until political reforms and
dence can be offered than to point to who will go into it with the thought
the Nifty in the rules that appear to that it will make no effort to influence O'Neal, appeared last nigjit at the McCracken county, Ky., or at Bird's modifications of the administration etc, etc.
govern modern society. In polite so- them politically, but the character of city hall in search of he4 husband, Point, Missouri, shall not be accept- of the universities were gtanted. A
reforms which the league is going to who, she says, knocked lsS down and ed.
repetition of the troubles is anticipatciety are to be found many of earth's try to bring about can only
he scent- beat her up generally. Just why the
No one has been authorized to ed, as, though large numbers of stubest men and women, and it is in- ed by the ballot, if at all, and if the woman expected to find her husband state
that any certificates issued at dents who desire to resume their
DRUG STORES.
k, deed difficult for an onlooker to rec- Paducah municipal league is success- at the city hall is not clear, but she Paducah may be exchanged for Cairo studies have made application to do
oncile the high ideals exemplified in fully formed, we shall look for it to probably thought he would be thine permits and thereby give entrance to so, the radical element, especially the
& Jackson Sta. phone 237,
to get a warrant for her.
the city of Cairo. yery truly yotirs, socialistic students, will undoubtedly 7th & Clay
their lives with their intermingling become a factor in city politics before
Sta., phone 341.
The woman says that John was at
the year rolls 'round. The importGEO. TIO.
IS. PALMER, attempt to prevent the reopening of
with those who really should be with ance of the part it will
universities,
especially
the
etc.,
sinee
play depends the home of another woman when
Aaaistant.,Secretary.
Insult Piled on Injury.
khe outcasts. There is a measure of on the character of the men who she went after him. He refused to
Mk. McCarthy has important busi- the government has made no change
(Philadelphia Press.)
responsibility resting upon all man- identify themselves with it. If it is come away, but Dora grabbed hold ness to transact there and will leave in the administrative regulations.
"Why
am I gloomy?" demanded'
of
his
pocket that contained 'several for Cairo again tonight having rekind, and Al social recognition is ac- made pp of sore-heads, as too frethe undesirable admirer, to who she
&Mars and clung to it duting the ceived a certificate from Dr. Palmer.
quently
Another
happens,
Found.
Polity
it
fritter
out
will
corded those who defy the laws of
Attorney W. V. Eaton, for the II. had given the cut direct. "Uhl it
its existence and accomplish no good time she was being so roughly hanGod and give reign to the baser purpose. If it could carry out the dled until the pocket was torn out.
Rose estate, yesterday found an- enough to make one gloomy to be
A.
—Strang, as it may seem the Cairo
nature what hope can be held out for high aims and objects set forth in She had the pocket and a few dollars papers of yesterday had personal other $5,000 life insurance policy tot-by the one he loves best?"
"The ideal" exclaimed the .heattless
the elevation of the morals of a com- the articles of agreement, Paducah with her to show that she had a nw,tes of several Paducah visitors. which was in force at the time of girl,
"I didn't even know that you
death
grip
on his pantaloons.
What did it cost them to get into the Rose", death. The policy was found
munity? To our mind it is the dirty would be greatly benefited by it, and
Later—John O'Neal was arrested burg if Paducah health certificates among a lot of papers belonging to shaved yourself."
we hope , that good will come of it.
of all good people to frown upon imfor beating his wife.
are not good? would seem • proper the deceased. With this amount there
Negro Would-be Carver.
morality and lice ousness, and to THE W. C. T. U. LAST MEETING
is total of $37,000 insurance.
question.
James Glass, a negro, was arrested
China threatens to become troubledemand honesty and trrity in all
—The showers predicted for yester
A vast bed of coal, containing fuel near Second and Kentuoky avenue
things. When society tit s this step Several Signal Features Made It a some if Japan attempts to remain in day all came as a very good rainfall
Manchuria a ter the peace treaty is early in the morning. Yesterday was enough to supply all the navies of the yesterday afternoon by Officers JohnGood Reunion.
and purgesietteffistif its vitfi saociates
signed
rather clear and warm, but last night Pacific, has been discovered if Baron idtr 'and, RogerS. He was attempting
en taken
a .long stride will have
A good attendance, an interesting
was wok::.Today may be a'so clear Koff bay, at the extreme north end to 'cut a neetos it is alleged, when he
..iptenia•pted by the officers.
1411517‘,
n, a purer program and a gaiu of a new member
Cowards a higher civih
and
cool enough to be pleasant.
of Kamchatka.
Toc a W k for The Register.
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ROBBERS WORK

SLASHED HIM ALLEGED PERJURY CHOLERA NEXT

KNIGHTS
OF
THE
JIMMY NEGRO BULLIES CAUGHT AN- LEADS TO THE ARREST OF DISEASE IS IN
GERMANY AND
VISIT RICH NEW
OTHER AWAY FROM HIS
MADAME
FLORENCE
AUSTRIA BOTH.
YORKERS
OWN HILL.
PATTON.
Rich Hauls Are Made From Reports And Attempt to Do Him, But He Warrant of Arrest Sworn Out by
—They Took Everything in
Had a Side Partner and Cut
Byers Robertson—How Charge
Sight.
One, Roy More.
Came About.

Germany Says There Is No Reason
for Alarm, but America Is
Cautious.

TEST
. THE
OPFSIVE
:LUS-

INTO
AND

THE

Tag No. 4650 was found by
MRS. CARSON M. NELSON
at N. E. corner Fourth and Broadway and the BUCK'S RANGE will
be turned over to her at once.

Berlin, Sept. 2.—The ministry of
A word of advice to the FrenchA warrant was sworn out yester- the interior has issued a notice
assurtown negroes, do not go to Fisher- day afternoon before Judge D. A. ing the
public that there is no reason
ville on Saturday right for "dem Cross by Mr. Byers
Robertson fcr anxiety on account of the appearniggers of the south side don't take against Madame Florence Patton, ance of
cholera in German territory.
no visitin' from the north side dar- charging her with false swearing.
The government has long reckoned
keys."
The charge is alleged to have been on the present
situation. A circular
Sam Hobbs, a youngster of French- committed in Justice Barber's court dispatch was sent by the
imperial deWe are sorry that everybody could not get
town, heeded not an old time cus- yesterday afteenoon at a trial in partment of the
interior to the C0.0tom and last night went to Fisher- which the Patton woman had brought federate states in
one
of these Great RANGES free of charge;
January calling am
ville to make his debut in the south' suit to oust Lucille Thompson from tertian to the possibility
of cholcza
but that is out of the question. It's the
side society. He had not been long a house on West Kentucky avenue and requesting them not
to be unpre
at Tenth and Husbands street until formerly occupied by the former. pared to deal with the
greatest Range in the world.
infection.
he was given moving orders. Sam Justice Barber rendered an opinion
"Resisting the spread of cholera,"
did not move and about a dozen, but declaring Florence Patton the legal the official declaration says,
"has beSam said so negroes, surrounded him possessor of the property. An appeal, come much easier under the imperial
,
however, was taken by the defendant. epidemic law of
and the frolic began.
June 30, 1900, giving
Mr. Robertson, *ho had the war- the health police
In the first round Sam"s life lookproper powers.
DES
h'ATRU
ed doomed but this was not so. Sam rant issued, alleges that Florence Pat These powers have been fully exercis.1. ?.:
ton
swore that she did not know ed in requesting
had brought his side companion with
01 II persons who have
him, which he carried in his pocket. when she signed a receipt from Lu- cholera or have been exposed to it
• •
A long bladed _knife was exhibited to cille Thompson for $6o that she was cm who have doubtful symptoms and
act as referee, but it was too late; no to hold the notes from collection un- in watching over persons and prop112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
referee was needed. A few swats til the Thompson woman secured the erty employed in traffic on the rivers
and Sam had all the room to return money to take up the notes. The re- Weichsei, Brahe and Netze and on
home that he was looking for. All ceipt shows that the plaintiff was not the Bromberg canal."
had flown but Roy More and he to force the notes for collection and
Material for Melodrama.
couldn't move very fast on account hold them until the defendant paid
-Officially Announced.
The robbery of the home of Jas. E. of a ghastly wound inflicted on his them off and because Florence PatBerlin, Sept. 2.—The Reiscsanzeiton swore that such an agreement ger officially
Marshall, also a stock broker, furnish throat with that weapon of Sam's.
announced this aftered the material for a melodrama. A
The second round was postponed was not on the receipt was cause of noon that forty-three casts of cholera
bicycle policeninn was informed by a on account of the arrival of Officers the warrant for false swearing being and seventeen deaths had occurred in
Stage? Yesterday.
pedestrian that someone was prowl- Singery and Hurley, who gave Sam a ismed.
Germany up to noon.
She executed bond in the sum of
Cairo, 18.8--I.3 fall.
ing through the broker's house in free ride to the city hall. Roy More
$3oo for her appearance in city court
Chattanooga, 3.3--o.1 fall.
the absence of the family.
went off to get his neck sowed up.
Prior to Sailing.
Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock.
Cincinnati, 1I.9—o.6 rise.
Bremen, Sept. 2.—The United
The officer placed his wheel against
Evansville, 7.7-0.6 fall.
States board of immigration has ora ten-foot wall surrounding the back
YESTERDAY'S BALL GAME.
Florence—missing.
STRING HIM UP.
dered that all steerage pwergers for
yard, and using it as a ladder, waled
Give safe, prompt and positive
Johnsonville, 4.7-0.2 fall.
to the top. Crouching behind the The Hickman Nine Fell Before the
the United States shall be at the port
relief for a nervracking, head
lLouisville, 4.6—o.1 rise.
A Negro All But Lynched at Gol- of embarkation six days: prior to sailssall was a man who wurrendered at
Splitting headache.
Paducah Leaguers.
They
'Mt. Carmel, 3.8—o.2
the point of the policeman's revolver.
conda, Ill.
ing.
!Nashville, 8.7—standing.
The officer reached down, took the
The Hickman baseball club arrived
Pittsburg, 5.8—o.2 fall.
Golconda, Ill., Sept. 2.—k negro
interloper by the collar and raised here yesterday with flying colors to
Transportation Forbidden.
Davis Island Dam, 14-0.3 fall.
him to the top of the wall from which meet the Paducah league club, but at porter at a leading hotel was acoused
Hamburg, Sepc. 2.—On account of
St. Louis, 11.7-0.3 fall.
the two men dropped to the street. the end of the ninth inning of the by a guest of stealing $140 from his the appearance of cholera the police
Mit. Vernon—missing.
On being searched at tfie station a game their feathers had fallen and room. Refusing to give up the money authorities have forbidden the transPaducah 8.9-43.9 fall.
large quantity of valuable trifles was they were sorry lettking steal to be- or disclose its hiding place, the negro portation through Hamburg of RusMild or severe
headaches,
found. The nten claimed to be a hold. The,sisiegirs have a fast tear& at an early hour was taken by sev- sian emigrants until further notice.
acute or chronic headaches,
The Kentucky left yesterday afterFrench sculptor.
and did some faxcellene playing, but eral persons to a secluded spot some
sick, nervous or neuralgia headnoon at 5 o'clock for the Tennessee
None in Empire.
Another big loss of jewels was re- their inability khit at opportune distance from town and hanged from
aches—any
i
river.
a
and all headaches
limb
for
a
brief
period
times
fielding
St.
Petersburg,
that
the
and
then
and
fast
they
Sept.
2.—The
ported late last night by Mrs. Wm.
are speedily relieved by these
The Saltilio is due tomorrow out.
C. Dewitt, the wife of the Brooklyn had to go up against was the cause let down. Upon his promise to get health department reiterated today
powders.
attorney. She stated that her trunk of their downfall. The Paducah team the money if returned to the hotel, its assurance that there is no cholera of Tennessee river for St. Louis.
The Buttorff will arrive tomorrow
had been britken ope fist a summer on account of being short two men he was brought back to town. Here in the empire, including the Vistula
hotel in Sheller Islandoand diamond were atigmentedise the. addition of he refused to produce the stolen district. The Minsk district has just from Nashville and depart at noon
rings valued at $3,soo stolen. No Kenny Murray and Decker, two local money, but instead gave the alarm replied again that no cases of chol- for Clarksville.
The Clyde will arrive out of tae
and trapped his captors.
players of some note.
era have been discovered there. A
trace of the thieves could be found.
DRUGGIST
The negro is in jail, and three men special investigation is being conduct Tennessee river tomorrow.
Morgan, formerly of Cairo, did the
The Lyda is laying at the wharf.
box work for the visitors and 12 In- named Clayton, Shelby and Reeves, ed in the Warsaw district. The auSIXTH AND BROADWAY
WILL SOON ERECT
The Joe Fowler will arrive this
A $5opoo STRUCTURE. dians were made to drop the willow the two former railroad men and the thorities are again tracing the course
TELEPHONE 63.
after fighting the air. South and latter a saloon man, were arrested down the Vistula of the raft on morning to lay over Sunday before
departing
Taylor,
for
who
and
Evansville.
were
cholera
cases
athic:ktwo
fireworks
placed
she
for
occurred
of
under bond on a charge of
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 2.—The So-in4tpril3ast while descending the riviireme Commanders, of the United Or the Padukes had seven victims to assault with intent to kill.
er from the government of Minsk to
der of the Golden Cross will meet a take an air shoot. The score after the
ULTIVIATUM IS GIVEN
Culm, West Prussia.
Sechotio structure here for national diamond dint had settled and the
A Story of Whole Cloth.
headquarters. The lot for the build- clouds had rolled by stood Paducah,
France Serves Notice on the Sultan
The recollection of the quality of
Appears at Tarnolf.
ing has already been purchased. The 4: Hickman. 3. Two of the scores
It was reported Friday and for a
of Morocco.
our
prescriptions remains long after
Warsaw, Russian Poland, Sept. 2.—
grand keeper of records has perman- secured by the "boys from the village while yesterday that Mr. Mack Bailey
the price is forgotten.
ent headquarters here. The order was by the sea" were secured in the sec- Logue, who is traveling for the Pa- It is reported here from Yanoff, GalParis, Sept. 2.—The government
established in Knoxville in 1876. The ond inning by two clean hits and ducah Queensware company, had icia .(Australia), that chc4era has ap- has addressed
to the sultan of Momortuary fund shows a /cash surplus Perry.% error on (bird. There were been drowned up the Tennessee river peared in the neighborhood of Tarn- rocco
another
peremptory
note
several Cairo and other K. I. T. near Savanah, but the report was off. Three deaths from the disease
of 'pupa°
amountaing
to
an
ultimatum.
This
• players with the "mountain town
of whole sloth. How such a story were registered in one day.
note says that the release of the
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
boys. The batteries today will be: got into circulation is not
explainable,
imprisoned
Algerian
citizen
Bouzian
lump
coal
Noble
Hickman. Lane and Brahic. Padu- but that it was false Mr.
13c, nut 12C.
Best
7th and Broadway.
Tel. 791,
Logue's
is not sufficent and demands in adcah. Brahic and Taylor. The game friends
St Yeiser. Phone 494.
Prescriptions
called
for
and
delivare
know.
to
glad
dit;on—tirst,
the payment of an inFOR
will be called at 3:30.
ered free of charge anywhere in the
demnity;
second,
punishment
the
of
Best lump coal 13c, nut tac. Noble
the caid who made the arrest, and, city.
—The Paducah traveling men's & Yeiser. Phone zes.
At Toledo yesterday Louisville was
met
club
night
last
third, a public apology. If all these
at
rthe
Palme
beaten by a score of 3 to o. The batsession.
House
demands are not granted within a
Among
regular
in
Intelligence.
Sad
teries
and
Piatt
were
Land for ToleHAVE ARRIVED
business
other
the
passed
brief
club
delay the French minister will
a
resoMrs. Henry Lxsvelace has received
do, and Duncle and Storner for Louis
lution extending to Hon. D. A. Yei- a message telling o fthe death of tier be ordered to leave Fez preparatory
ville.
ser, mayor, thanks for the interest brother-in-law, Mr. Fred Reimer, yes to the adoption of coercive measures. Where Wealth Takes
Second Plak
An elegant line of imported cliotha
MAKING A SPANIARD OF HIM. shown in having quarantine regula- terday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at his
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
"There is one thing about our wanMadrid. Sept. 2.—Steps have been tions remedied with regard to Illin- home in Cincinnati. Mr. Reimer SHANGHAI THREE
had been critically ill for several days.
FEET UNDER WATER. ing democracy that greatly pleases
taken
for the Spanish naturalization ois and Tennessee.
Make your selections now and
Mrs. Reimer was visiting here and
of
mt."
avoid the rush.
• Prince Ferdinand of Bavaria, who
Shanghai, Sept. 2.—Shanghai was
—Charley Black, a negro, reportee was called to his bedside Wedneswill receive appropriate Spanish rank
"And what is that?"
in connection with the project for his last night that he had been run over day. The remains of the deceased visited by a typhoon last night and
"It is the fact that when it comes
this morning the entirecity is flood- to giving a girl a seat in a street car
marriage with the Infanta Maria by a hack at Ninth and Washington will be buried in Cincinnati today.
ed, the water rising to a height of the pretty girl has the call over the
Teresa, youngest sister of King Al- streets and badly injured. Black was
A move has been put on foot in three feet. This is the first flood merely rich girl every time."
drunk and it is alleged that he run
fonso.
MERCHANT TAILORS.
against the hack and was knocked Lyon, France, to present President which has occurred here within the
Roosevelt with a peace medal.
last fifty years.
down and bruised about the body.
toe a Week for The Register.
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Subscribe for the Register.
Neiv.
:* York, Sept. 2.—Another big
robbery and a melodramatic arrest
last night in the aristocratic re-sidence
district of West End avenue, following the discovery of a $toci,000 burglary in the home of Jos. E. Aimee,
calmed considerable stir last night
among the police. How much loot
was procured in the second case at
the home of Desemour Willard, a
broker, which was ransacked from
top to bottom, cannot be learned.
The Willard residence is in West
Eighty-first street. The thieves are
supposed to have gained entrance
during the family's absence late on
Wednesday night or early Thursday
morning. So large an arneunt was
taken ithat a wagon must have been
used to cart it off. The burglars took
paintings, rugs, small pieces of furniture and bris-a-brac and breaking open
several trunks, managed to find a case
el jewels which had been hidden
away.
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Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
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There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary -Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
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(INCORPORATED.)

C. M. BUDD, Manager
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Second and Ohio Streets.
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•

•

Both Telephone Numbers 254
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WEST KENTUCKY

remained until rescued. Deceased
leaves a wife and several small children.

BIGINS TOMORROW THE P. T. M. A. BARRY

& HENNEBERGER

(Clinton Gazette, 1st.)
(Specially Reported.)
Mrs. James H. Nagel, of Padacah,
Mr. H. C. Hoover, secretary, reis visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
turned from a three weeks trip
T. J. Lowe.
through Tennessee yesterday, reportW. D. Horn, of Columbus, who was
ing business fine. He says the carSOLE AGENT FOR
taken to the Western Kentucky asynival will get large attendance from
LUZERNE COAL.
lum at Hopkinsville several months TO CONVENE WITH
that territory.
A WOMAN EVANGELIST
ago, died in that institution Monday.
Brother Louis Cornilland is in the
HUNDRED CASE DOCKET.
PREACHING IN GRAVES
Elder S. F. Cayce, editor and owncity today. He says he is selling buter of the Primitive Baptist newspatons, now and then, and gets a good
SEPTEMBER
DELIVERY.
per at Miartin, Tenn., died of a stroke
price for them, Louis is a salesman,
and
Mount
Murder
Case
Willis
The
Fisherman Drowns Himself in Bal- of apoplexy Monday; at the age of
as proven by his ability to sell butMrs. Brockwell's Case of Lead55 years. Elder Cayce was one of
tons for $1 each. How many of our
lard County by Reckless Overing Interest.
Lump and Egg ...
the leading ministers of the PrimiBushel
members can do as well?
turning of Boat.
tive Baptist church, and was related
Brother Louis Bartlett was in the
Nut ...
...... 120 Bushel
to the well known Cayce family of
city yesterday, but left this morning
1 1 i
this section.
on his trip. He says he will be here
OTHER CASES OF
A SERIOUS CUTTING
USUAL MINOR CHARACTER. to take hand in the Fall carnival.
ORDER
NOW.
,
AFFRAY IN CARLISLE
(Wingo Outlook, 1st.)
Bro. J. F.' Fitzgerald is at Hotel
Lagomarsino today and says business
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Beadles
Byrn; at Perry, Okla., August 23rd, The regular September criminal is good.
-'(Mayfield Mionitor, Ise)
The following hotels are representa twin son and 'tlaughter. They are term of circuit court will convene toA holiness tent meeting will begin grandchildren of Squire P. R. Byrn, morrow morning in the county curt ed with -buttons to date, as reported
by the boys: Halliday House, Cairo,
Sunday, September 3, at a point five residing just north of town.
house.
Jackson, Tenn.
J. P. (Press) Byrn, son of the late
miles from Mayfield on the Mayfield
The interior of the court house Ill. three; Southern
and Dukedorru road. The preaching J. A. Byrn, and fortnierly a resident has been newly painted, papered and one; Hotel Juba; Metropolis, Ill.
will be done by Mrs. Alice Cowan of Wingo, died at his home in De- repaired in many ways that makes it one; Hotel Hall,-Mlayfield, Ky. one.
Brother Milton Sanchez has been
and the meeting probably continue vails ,Bluff, Ark., last Saturday present a much cleaner and more
morning at 9 o'clock, after a long beautiful appearance. The hall floor on the sick list this week, but is able
ten days.
Malar'al fever is quite bad in and illness of consumption. His wife sur- was oiled Saturday afternoon. All to be up today and working.
Mr. E. C. Talbott, genera) represenaround Mayfield and in several homes vives, also one brother and many rel- this work shows the labors of an exfruiter
and advertising man vsill aratives
and
friends
here.
much
the entire family is down with it. Ike
perienced workman and reflects
rive Monday to begin the work of ad:Alfred Green, residing near Obion credit on all.
Haynes, who lives in the Kennedy
addition, is confined to his bed with church, west of town, was the hapJudge W. M. Reed has returned vertising the .fall carnival throughout
fever, as is Mrs. Haynes and the two piest and worst surprised man in the from the springs and is greatly im- the western portion of Kentucky and
He states everything
state of Old Kentucky Tuesday, proved in health and will be on hand Tennessee.
children.
looks encouraging and he anticipates
Miss Mahan, the mountain evange- when the good old lady cooked a to call the court to order.
list, is preaching at 3 and 8 p. m. bountiful birthday dinner and had
There are about a hundred cases a very large attendance at the carniThose of our readers who want to about thirty of his friends present to on the docket but it is not thought val here.
Our members will do a special
hear something good ought to go to help do it justice as he came in from that the whole time will be consumed
Trinity. Miss Mahan not only im- the field at noon.
in disposing of them. The case that special favor to the secretary by anMabel, the ten-year-old daughter will take the longest to try will be swering letters recently sent them
presses her hearers with the fact of
her acquaintance with the Bible, but of Ed Hill, who resides between here that of Willis Mount, charged with with regard to carnival matters, and
with her earnestness as a Christian and Pryorsburg, narrowly escaped murder, and it is expected to be tried as some of you are out on the road
serious injury in a runaway Monday at this term. It has been set for the as soon as you get your letters,
worker for men and women.
please let us have your reply as soon
while en route home. The horse be- seventh day of the term.
There are fourteen indictments to as received. We have unlimated work
• (arayfield Messenger, 1st.)
• came frightened and began to run,
against on hand to do before the carnival.
Mrs. Hattie McKeel returned last and she jumped out and was run over be heard which were returned
or
selling
Brother M. E. Hans the largest
the
buggy.
She
was
not
hurt
exfor
by
merchants
Paducah
night from several days' v:sit to Mts.
minor. P. T. A. M. member, is in the city,
cepting
a
few
cigarettes
to
a
bruises.
furnishing
Lawrence Albritton in Paducah.
PADUCAH REAL ESTATie. WESTERN KEY4ITUCEY FARIS& wit
There are quite a number of cases and says the Inglehart Bros, of EvM. New Powell, of near Water
MONTHLY PAYMENT LATS FOR INVESTMENT. IIIISTERPS
city for ansville, Ind., have not forgotten the
in
Bardvvell
News.)
the
S.
Porter
of
(M.
men
saloon
against
Valley, Ky., and Miss Maud Fisk, of
ICENTUOLY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRE= LEFT
Paducah P. T. M A. and has someLast Sunday night at W. T. Rose's furnishing liquor to minors.
Mayfield, eloped to Paris, Tenn.,
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
thing
we
can
use.
The Docket.
Thursday where they were happily in Arlington, while all the folks were
Brother
is
expected
R.
C.
Benner
raving
attending
church,
the
parlof
for
married.
Among the list of cases set
ILDG 614 R W. WEITTTEASOR.11L. essthsualts. tier.
Mrs. Lou Morris and son, Mr. Roy been left without a soul in it, the pi- trial at the approaching term of court home from the east in a few days.
Brother T. S. Goff was in Jackson,
Morris, and daughter, Lela, left ano began to play. We could hear are the following:
Tenn., this week on his regular trip.
Thursday for their new home in it from any part of the house or
Sam Story, forfeiture, two charges.
He says he is selling the goods.
Chickasha, I. T. MT. Herman Mor- yard. Mrs. Rose sent one of the
L. L. Nelson, forfeiture.
Brother G. F. Buchanon was seen
children in the house to see what it
ris left several days ago.
Sam and Jas. Bryant* forfeiture.
at
Fulton, enroute to Clinton, a few
door
the
was.
When
the
child
got
to
money
converting
Wars. Conner, of near Viola, a
Jesse B'. Moss,
days ago. Buck is a hustler all right.
prominent citizens and farmer of that he could plainly see that there was of another.
W. E. Baker and Pete Goodfellow, :Brother Paul Province is reported
section has a very fine corn crop this not a soul in the room, but the piano
to have accepted a position in Chiyear. He has a kind of corn known played on just the same. The child gaming.
cago, Ill., and now travels out of
and
lisstood
door
and
looked
at
the
appeal.
Mrs. A. Wyatt,
as the "Kansas Mbetgage Lifter," the
We Write Anything:in Insurance
L. A. Lagomarsino, keeping tavern there.
ears of which measure from to to 14 tened with astonishment' until the
McKnight
has
Our
friend
Hugh
in
the
out
was
miosic
-had
ceased.
I
without license
inches long. He has some 16 inches
Office 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 385—Itediescet696
back yard and could hear the mosic
Jathes Rickman, keeping open bar- been working the Tennessee territory
long.
he
and
says
for
the
last
few
weeks
the
across
The
piano
was
plainly.
Sunday.
room on
Gardner & Walker, a well known
Sherman Lundermilk, grand lar- is selling "Forked Deer Tobacco" as
837 in Ireland, 762 in England and
tobaccq firm of this place, has been To0111 from the door, and I was in
never before.
of
the
door.
front
ceny.
Wales, 751 in France, 614 in Austria,
awarded the contract by the Regic
,Brother J. C. Rieke returned home
Butler, uttering forged
James
and 571 in Spain.
tobacco people to put up another
from Tennessee territory Saturday.
(Birdwell News, 1st.)
check.
There are eight men in the vicinipurchase of tobacco at th:s place.
Our members who desire to help t
Linda Murphy, grand larceny.
ty of Solomon who are named Mike
These gentlemen put up 2,800 hogsSayres Castleman was dangerously
the carnival will call on Secretary
The central markets of Parss use Sullivan, To distinguish them they,
Anderson Trice, robbery.
heads, or about 4,500,000 pounds this wounded by Grigg Hayden at the resJas. Woody, obtaining money by Hoover for carnival advertising mat- more than $6o,000 worth of baskets are known as Mike Pete, Mike Bat.
year for the Italian representatives, idence of Dudd Hobbs, near Kirbyter that they can carry with them every year.
and will probably increase their bus- tan, Saturday night. Hayden lives in false pretense.
Smoky !Bat, Prairie Mike, Mike Dan,
to leave in the hotels.
Brockwell,
murder.
Mrs.
Mary
A large per cent of the people in Corner Mike, Wild Mike, Big Mike
Farm,
Fancy
iness out of the 1905 crop.
county,
near
Graves
Our members are requested to reg- Brazil go barefoot excess on Sundays and Little Mike.
Jim Wilkins, malicious shooting.
ancasCastleman is a resident of Carister
at the hotels as P. T. M. C. and holidays.
forgery.
Elliott,
J.
M.
A second steamer is about to be
night
they
(Wickliffe Yeoman, 1st.)
lisle county. Saturday
Carnival 19o5. Some of you forget,
Albert Busk, robbery.
Last Saturday evening about to met at Mr. Hobbs' where an ice
It is estimated that $1,000,000 placed upon Lake Titicaca, which is
William Jones, malicious shooting. we notice.
o'clock Mrs. Ervin Dunn, of Slater, cream supper and a dance was in proworth of diamonds are stolen every 12,000 feet above sea level in the AnBrother Ben Guedrey was in the
Walston, selling liquor on
Frank
passed from life unto death. She gress. They engaged in a quarrel
year from the South African diamond des of Peru. The first steamer, which
city Friday working trade.
was built in England, was sent out
had been in poor health for some which led to a fight and in the melee Sunday.
mines.
'Brother I. W.Dobbins, of the BelkGib Parks, gaming.
time, yet her death was a shock to Hayden slashed Castleman across the
In Iceland :horses are shod with piecemeal, and is now being reconGib Parks and John Madden, gam- nap force, was here Saturday and says
the whole community.
bowels with a knife. The keen blade
sheep's
horn; in the Soudan a kind of structed upon the shores of the lake.
ing.
he is trying to sell buttons. Hope you
Mr. Kelsener, of Uniontown, Ky.. penetrated to the. hollow and when
sock made of camel's skin is used
Clovers Walters, Wyatt McNeeley do, Brother Dobbins.
who recently purchased the 8,000 last heard from the chances for the
Two Trade Secrets.
for the purpose.
of
Morrison,
gaming.
now
and
F.
M.
Hamlett,
E.
B.
'Brother
acres of timber in the bottoms around wounded man's recovery were very
There
are two trade secrets that
liquor
Mbre
than
furnishing
coal,
2,000
people
earn
a:
livCharles Adams,
Memphis, reportes he is selling
here from the Henderson Syndicate, slim.
ing in Paris by fortune-telling, and the outside world, it seems, will nevminor.
coal.
to
a
but
coal
and
nothing
was in the city this week trying to
Chas. Batzhlaft and Wm. Gordon,
We would like to have a report their total yearly earnings are esti- er learn. One is a Chinese secret—
rent a house. Mr. Kelsener proposes
Danger in Antiseptics.
the making of the bright and beautibreaking.
Sabbath
from
the boys as to whether or not mated at $20001000.
to erect three or four sawmills on the
(New York Press.)
ful color called vermilion, or Chinese
Rule Neece, murder.
week of
the
during
they
will
be
here
Finland
has
a
percentage
of
larger
land at once.
A popular misconception of the anFlorence Patton, renting house to the carnival. We have places we can wooded area, in comparison with its red; the other is a Turitish secret—
Tho,. H. Turner, one of the best tiseptic thory is resulting in a new
a bawd, two cases.
use you part of the week if not all.
total surface, than any other Euro- the inlaying of the hardest steel'
ctizens of Ballard county, who has affliction—carbolic gangrene." said a
George Thomas and George Grace,
special of the pean country. It leads with 51.2 per with gold and silver. Among the
Flower
Sun
The
lived on his elegant farm near Slat- physician. "It is caused by excessive
Chinese and among the Aesyrians
breach of the peace.
great Parker Amusement company cent.
er for the past thirty-five years, a use of carbolic acid on common cuts
these two secrets are guarded well.
Wit Jones, 'nuisance.
city on the night
in
this
arrive
will
A heakii magazine has this bit of
member of the Methodist church, a and bruises, and sometimes the tisApprentices, before they are taken
John Johnson, breach of the peace. of September 24, carrying the largest
advice: "Practice the art of deep
Mason and a good man, died at his sues actualby begin to rot before the
Frank Eastwood, bawdy house.
aggregation that has ever breathing. After the morning bath for either trade, must swear a strong
carnival
borne Monday, August 28th, after, an case comes to the physician. The
Standard Oil company, keeping oil
city, and we are proud to take a deep breath, retain it as long oath to reveal nothing- of what passillness of only a few days of con- carbolic acids in every caw- applied depot without a license, four cases. visited this
es in the workshop. These apprensecured such a clean as possible, then slowly expire."
have
know
we
gestion of the stomach.
at home, where some member of the
J. A. Bloodworth, nuisance.
tices, furthermore, merit belong to
carnival. Every
our
aggregation
for
The
annual
report
Secretary
of the
William Henderson, of Blandville, family has grasped the fact that the
J. A. Bloodworth, selling liquor report from every town says they are
families of standing.
of the Mines for Victoria shows that
who has been working for the gov- acid is an antiseptic, but does not without license, two cases.
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Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Paris, Sept. 2.-Ac a result of the
Attorney-at-Law,
doubtful than the lower. Thus they
For further particulars apply to
investigation of Count De Brazza,
did not find anything which rendered I.
T. Donovan, Agt., Paducah, Ky.
OFFICE it* NORTH FIFTH
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
the African explorer, into the charge
the tidal theory of evolution untena- G.
C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
of
brutality
against natives of the
ble.
TELEPHONES
French Congo, the government anPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Professor Darwin said that recent
So It I. Said.
nounced today that the tarn chief
Office 2ss
Residence e0
marvelous developments in physics
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
(Bardwelli, Ky., News.)
colonial functionaries, M. Gaul and
showed that concentration of matter
It is generally believed that the Toque, have
been sentenced to fivewae not the only source from which Equitable
was pretty well skinned years"imprisonment
. The charges
the sun might draw its heat. Radium before its
Hyde was removed,
Phone 136, red.
included compelling the natives to
was a substance which was perhaps
eat
a
dish
made
of
DENTIST.
the
flesh
of dead
millions of times more powerful than
There are a lot of failures for every, relatives and
also exploding cartrid--DE NTIS
dynamite. Thus it was estimated that sticcess.
For perfection and purity smoke
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
,. . ;ges into the bodies of natives. .. Elk Dream toc eigar.
Co., 306 Broadway.
it Truebesurt Building.

DO NOT FEAR SUN

Prof. Darwin Says Earth
Will Last Forever.

To Be Fittingly Observed
By the Wage Earners.

The Louisville
Evening Post,

EXCURSIONS Very Low Rates

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.

NOTICE!

Stcn2es ar2d
FLirqithrte.

Paducah
Mattress Co.•

Clem

Crittenden Springs

Fransioli.

G. C. DIUGUID,

OLIVER, OLIVER
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LAWYERS

7. B. harrison,

Paducah
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the timber kings. Mr. Fish is secretary of the National Hardwood'LumV t
ber association, an organization that
controls the inspection of hard
And Save $36.50 a Year.
woods throughout the world.
WANTED—A white cook at 327
Mr. H. T. Ogden, the banker of
Mrs. C. W. GA•ardey has returned
-3 Shaves a week, 15c. .
South
Fourth seceet.
Hazel,
is
in
the
city.
from.
a
trip
cast.
.
.
3oc.
THERE'S NO BEER BREWED ANYWHERE UNDER
3 Hours a week, toe. .
PALATE
AND
G. Leake Thoz4pson went. up the
THE SUN THAT TICKLES THE
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
75c. Louis*Ile road •last evening on a
SHOT WIDE OF MARK
PLEASES "THE INNER MAN" LIKE
gentlemen within 3 blocks oi Fourth
32 weeks at 75c
$39-00 brief business trip.
and
Broadway. Old phone, 613-4.
Shanty
Boater
We sell and guarantee the
One
Takes Several
Squire Mendley, of Brookport, was
.$1.00
.
. .
Saftey 'Razor
Shots
at
Another.
yesterday.
in the city
WANTED—Experienced millinery
34a
. .
Strop
-----Mr—Itarvey Phillips, wife and
saleslady. Address C. care this office.
73
Soap Stick
E.
Berden,
a
shanty
W.
boater
near
morning
yesterday
returned
. . 25 children
. .
Brush
' the I. C. incline, and Jim Clark, who
from Louisville.
FOR SALE—Iron safe 47x36x31
also lives in a shanty boat, engaged
Mayfield,
Ralph Stanfield, of
$2.00
weight 2,800_pounds. Phone 723-R or
in
a
difficulty
afternoon
yesterday
4
was in the city yesterday afternoon,
Saved $36.50
which was followed by a shooting address Cecil- Recd.
en route for Murray.
re- 5•Cflipe -ire which the former took sevhave
No barber's itch, no contagious dis- -1F-e. -anq-Nrs. Thai Sis9C41.STRAYED--A black muley cow.
BELTHE REASON WHY IS PERFECTLY PLAIN.
I h t
t theLott
Clark ran
Razor.
turned from a month's visit to Cobra
ease.. Agents Gillet Safety
Reward
for her return or information
VEDERE IS BREWED FROM THE CHOICEST SELECT
not
thought
to
and
is
hit.
have been
do Springs and Cripple Creek.
as to whereabouts. E. S. Zeller, 431
ED MALT, HOPS AND SPARKLING PURE WATER,
Mr. E. W. Whittemore, the real Officers Beadles and Rogers captur- South Sixth street.
SKILLFULLY BLENDED WITH BRAINS.
Berden
and
lodged
him
ed
in
the
city
estate dealer, has returned from an
IT HAS TAKEN US MANY A YEAR TO LEARN HOW
extended visit to his father in Boston, lock up.
FOR RENT—A store house and
TO BREW BELVEDERE THE BEER THAT SATISMass.
residence above, at 1103 South Third
More Good Improvements.
FIES. • NOW IT IS PERFECT.
Rev. A. C. Holden has, gone to
street. Apply at ros Kentucky
Prescriptions called for and deliv- Jackson, Tenn., to assist Rev. W. W.
The street railway company nude avenue.
alar•-iillpf-Ovelneats. yesterda,y isi _runa-series-el
ered to any part of the city.
to
retuarned
ning their cars. They not only put
Smith
has
Miss
Ruth
Phones No. 180.
FOR RF-NT: Second and third
to Miss May conductors on all of the cars but took floors of 'building on corner Third
visit
Mayfield
after
a
Cor. 4th and Broadway,
bell straps off of the cars. -Passengers and Kentock-y avenue; a?so rooms on
Davis.
KENTUCKY.
PADUCAH,
Mrs. G. W. Trigg and niece, Miss will hereafter have no trouble in box- first floor suitable for business ofWinnie 'Kilgore, have returned from ing their fares nor in pulling the fice at very reasonable prices. H.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
414
bells to stop the cars. The conduc- Marnmen, Jr.
Haven, Mich.
South
Sunday Morning, Sept. 3, 1905.
Mrs. E. j. Dunn and Miss Nellie tors will do these thinks for the pas.4441.11444.
Dunn have returned to Birmingham, sengers on their signaling their
‘VANTED--person to call on rewishes to him.
Ky., after a visit here.
tail trade for manufacturing house;
Mr. M. T. Sisson and wife have
local territory; salary ;25 paid weekreturned from a till) to Colorado.
Deeds Filed.
iy; expense money advanced; previMr. E. D. \Nilson of Baker Eccles
Lucy A. Herndon to Sam T. Spald- ous experience unnecessary. AmeriTHE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDALE
& Co., has returned from Renton.
ing, property on the south side of can House, Star building, Chicago. TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
Prof. S. G. Payne of the Paducah Broadway; $5,750.
The Kentucky Realty Co., to8 FraUNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
High schoolj has retutrned from
WANTED—Men to learn the barternity Building. Old phone 85i.
Arthur V. Scofield to William
THIS
SERVICE.
Call for the "Blue School Lists" Chicago, where he took a summer Tucker, property in Churchhill", ad- ber tradiet We originated this short
Chicago.
University
of
the
course
at
method
of
Book
Dept.
teaching
in
1893.
Have
dition; $t,000.
Andersoa, Crawford.
Russel, Wm.
at Harbour's
Gibson, N. A.
Miss Minnie Schuyler has returned
successful
graduates
everywhere. AOritton, E. W.
Rust, S. W.
130 your school books and supGreen, Dr.
Board included if desired. Little ex- Allcock, Oliver.
Funerrl Notice.
Shelton.
Dr.
rules early at Harbour's Book Dept. front a visit to Louisville.
Hodges, N. A.
Dr. A. Cable leaves today for a
Simmons, Sephousk
Members of Olive camp No. 2, W. pense, positions waiting. Catalogue Barton & Parrot.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
Jones, Q. L
Thomas, L
609 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 2434 six weeks business trip to Cincin- 0. W.. are requested to meet at the mailed free. Mole Barber College, Baldree, Chas.
Mason, L. H.
nati.
Thomas, H. K.
and New 761.
Baldree, J. R.
hall, sixth and Broadway, _Sunday St. Louis, Mo.
Mir. and Mrs. Clarence Ellithorpe, afternoon at 1 p. m. to attend the
Mason, Dick.
—A sneak thief stole a set of harThomas, Dr.
Bcrger, Edward.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame Carney, B. B.
Thompson, J. T.
ness Friday night from the stable of of Memphis, are visiting in the city. iiineral of our deceased sovereign,
Monroe, J. W.
Miss Addie Jones is sick at her Wm. Scheer. Members of Jersey dwelling, seven rooms, hisge recep- Cross. W, A.
Tosapson., R.
Mr. Frank Parham.
Murphy, A. H.
Thompson, Hazard.
Nestler, John.
camp and visiting Woodmen invited tion hall, hot and cold water, good Davik Alec.
'Mrs. Kate Stuart's kindergarten home on South Ffth street.
out buildings, nioe yard Irish shade Dosovan, J. A.
Miss Eugenia Clark leaves shortly to attend.
Thompson. Thomas.
Otey, Dr.
and primary school opens iith Septrees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur- Dosaett, G. W.
for Portland, Ore., from which place
HENRY LEHNARD. C. C.
Townsend, H. M.
Otey, B.
tember, 416 North Seventh street.
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at Fristoe, R. H.
Parrot, Arcian.
Walters. Lee.
M. STE1NFELD. Clerk.
—The Daughters of the Confeder- she will go to British Columbia for
924 North Seventh street. New Fry, J. W.
Prypr, J. S.
Was-ford, J. R.
acy will meet Tuesday afternoon at an extended visit.
phone No. 630.
,Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 0. Hart and
Garton, B. F.
Watkins, J. T.
Quisenberry, J. L
2 o'clock with Mrs. F. M. Garde r,
Electric Light Notice.
daughter have returned to the city
Garton, W. A.
Whittemore, R. W.
Rives, S. 0.
at. 5o9 NArashington street.
All bills are due and payable at the
In school books and school sup- after spending the summer in Ar- office of the company, 12o South
TAXPAYERS' NOTICE.
TO
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS
we have what you need and cadia.
Fourth street. Current will be disWANT
LIST.
YOU
OUR
IF
ONE
YOU
THE
CANNOT
FIND
Mayfield,
Lemon,
of
Call
for
the
Maude
Mass
know what you want.
continued if bills are not paid on or
Paducah, Ky., September 1, 1905.
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR.
blue school book list. Harbour's is visiting in the City.
before August To.
You are hereby notified that all
from
returned
Walker
has
Mr, Joe
• Book Department.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
persons owning, or having in their
—The street inspector would do Chicago.
possession, or tinder their control as
'sell to hiok at the brick street in
Mr. D. H. Hughes is in MorganDivorce Suit Filed.
agent, guardian, or committee, execE. L. Blake yesterday filed suit for utor, administrator, curator,
front of Biederman's grocery, on Sec field on hilliness.
trustee,
Mr. P. M. Martin has returned to divorce from his wife, Pear! Blake. receiver, commissioner or otherwise,
end street, especially after a tain. It
would make a nice pool for swim- Greenville after a business trip here. He claims she abandoned him.
realty, tangible or intangible personming.
Mrs. Tom Orr is visiting in St.
al property, on the 15th day of Sep—Robert White, colored, who was Lottis.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
tember, are required on or before the
caught trying to sell brass belong- 'Mr. L.
Taylor leaves today for
Bids for the building now occupied 1st day of October to give the assessing to the I. C. railroad, was ar- Rtsellv,•K7., on business.
by John B. Terrell as a stable on or a true and complete list of same,
rested yesterday by Officers ChurchMrs. Frank Ferriman leaves today Fifth street will be received by the with true cash value thereof, as of the
ill. He has a good chance to go up for a two week's trip to St. Louis and undersigned until Sept. 5.
15th day of September, under oath,
the road.
New York.
G. It DAVIS,
upon forms to be furnished on appli—John Lally and Marcellus WilPres. Elks' Building Ass'n.
Mk. and Mrs. H. A. Jorgenson and
cation by said assessor at his office,
son, both of whom were inmates of Miss Susana Jorgenson letf yesterand that all merchants of the city
—J. M. Murray was taker in cus- doing business for themselves or oththe Riversipe hospital, ill with ma- day for Evansville after a visit here.
lanai fever, were discEarged yesterMc. and Mrs. A. A. Faris, of Hick- tody while drunk, by Officers Church- ers shall in like manner and in addiS.
day. Max Scharapatkin, a Russian, man, arc guests of Mrs. Ray Mc- ill.
tion thereto, state the highest amount
—The Equirrel runters are finding in value of goods, wares, and merchalso ill with malarial fever, was ad- Kinney.
Messrs. T. E. Hill, of Fulton, and game quite bountiful somewhere, andise owned or kept on hand for
mitted to the hospital yesterday.
..—A rehearsal of the cantata to be F. L. Thompson, of Louisville, road- judging from the "bogs" they bring sale by said merchants, during the
ers of the I. C. are in the city. home with them.
presented this month at The Kenthree months next preceding such
—Wiley Cawley, a negro, was ar- t5th day of September.
e Rev. Dr. ancrItYs. B. W. Bass
tucky, for benefit of the V. M. C. A.,
will be held Monday evening at the are home from a week's trip to rested last night by Potter and GourPrompt attention to this will save
iex on the charge of false swearing property owners additional cost.
. association building on Broadway. Chicago.
Mrs. Joseph Ross is ill at her home in police court yesterday morning.
AN who are to participate in the canSTEWART DICK, Assessor.
---JA heating plant is to be installed
on West Clay street with an attack
tata are urged to be present.
Office Room 9, City Halk
at the Unton depot here. This will
—Mr. Ed Riley, of the postoffice of fever.
Approved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
Mr. Sanders Fowler has returned be a great improvement'over the fordepartment, is in receipt of two fine
mer unsatisfactory way of heating
imported Hamburg chickens which from Chicago.
Opening.
School
Mr. Harry Beckha.m, of Union City, the depot.
he values very highly. They were
banks
Germany,
closing
the
—There
is
talk
friends
here.
guest
of
Hamburg,
the
is
skipped from
Mrs. John J. Dorian announces
Mr. I.. R. SimMons, of Obion, of.. the city at 2 p. m. instead of 3
and can be seen at his home 714
opening of her lyrivate school on
the
o'clock as now. It is contended that
Tenn., is in the city.
South Fourth street.
September tt, at her resiMonday,
Mr. L. E. Dodd, of the Hickman all banking business is over by 2 dence, 503 South Fourth. This is
• ' —The regular quirterly conference
was held yesterday at Reidland Courier, is in the city in company o"clock each day.
the fourth year of this popular
—A bunch of "Free Silver" sweet school. It is the only strictly pri, church. A protracted meeting was with the ball club of that place.
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
Mrs..WI. G. Dycus will go to Oak potatoes were brought to the Regis- vate scboof in the city and it has
announced after the conference adjourned and !the first sermon was Ilvel today to visit her parents, Mr. ter office yesterday. They were been a succests forms the start. The
Discontinued,
grown by Augusta Leagesy and there course of study includes all the Engpreached last night by Rev. Cap and Mrs. T. H. Hall.
Miss Mary Anna MtGuire returned were tb large potatoes on one vine.
Owen. who will conduct the meeting.
lish branches, Latin, shorthand and
—The funeral services of the late bookkeeping. Patrons are requested
—Messrs. Wilson & Wells yester- home to Kevil last night after a visit
William Sheerer will he conducted to make application as soon as possiday moved their saw mill from - Lone to Miss Bernice Miller.
Miss Joe Miller has gone to La from the residence at Ninth and bk so that all arrangements may be
eak to Clark's river, on the Benton
Tennessee streets this afternoon tft 4 made before the time for 4the openroad. The wagon with the boiler on Center on a visit.
Mrs. Gen. C. Wallace and daugh- o'clock, followed by interment at Oak ing of the School. Hour's 9 to 2, with
it broke down just south. of the city
•
intermission for luncheon, 3 to 5 and
and itt will have to he moved On an- ter, Miss Francis, and son, Robert, Grove.
—Mr. Jim Downs has returned 7 to 9 p. M. Old phone 1478.
other wagon Nflrinday. They expect leave today for Atlantic City, from
FOR YOUR DINNER.
to have the mill in cperation at the Whence Miss Francis will go' to from Metropolis where he sold a $1,Notice to Coal Dealers.
•
000 monument to Mrs. Matthews for
new location in a few days.
Wsshington to enter school.
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
Bids will be received for coal for
Will Elrod leaves today for Little the kite George Matthews., The
x :3o UNTIL 2 P. M.
Rock where, he is vtiorking for the monument will be erected liontc time all the school buildings. Bids asked
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e, Is:30 so..
by the carload, also per bushel.
this fall.
Iron Mountain railway.
••••=7.4musimmemmen••••••••
coal
to
All
used.
ancarloads
held
16
the
About
take
aldermen
of
—The
board
Mr. Vaughan Scott is to
charIS A GENERAL TONIC.
road for the Pittsburg Steel company other meeting yesterday and again be weighed on city scales. The
,4
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
of Pittsburg and travel, in the state passed the heating plant franchise or- acter of coal wanted is lump and nut.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY
of Mississippi. The place is a very dinance. The bill now gods to the ids must be in by September 4th.
-PITCHER,
, and thin
WILL CURE NERVOUSflora, e o e.
Clerk School Board.
BLES.
Mr. E. W. Kitchen, of the Match the council will attend to the bill.
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPlick•
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE clothing company, will leave this
Iron
two
between
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
In a collision
Glasgow has the largest tramway
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER- week for Burlington, Iowa, on a
Elmyra.
passengers
near
Mountain
British
in
the
town
system of any
FECT HEALTH.
several days visit to relatives.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
.1
Manchester stan s second, Mo., two trainmen were killed and
FOR SALE AT, ALL DRUG
'Mir. Frank F. Fish, of Indianapolis, Isles.
1
NO.
aos.
PHONE
OLD
hurt.
passengers
two
third.
d
with
makes
a
while Liverpool
STORES.
Ind., is in the city hobnichbing

Shave Yourself

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

POPULAR WANTS

It Touches The Spot
Belvedere

Che Master Brew

McPHER.SON'S
DRUG.STORE

-(

paducab Brewery Company

LOCAL NEWS

Co telephone Subscribers.

4 45

Peoples' Independent Telephone Co

Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

IC

The Standard Flour of
The World,

rov

Call Camp Yeiser Over

a

EAST TENNESSEt TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection

GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
35e

Lemon Chill Tonic

E.G. BOONE,

d

Mt,

/d11101BEIGNINIMINNIME2r

FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL

Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORATED.

Both 'Phones 295.

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.

Prompt Delivery.
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